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DEDICATION
Nothing brings Mrs. Hamer joy quite like her little red-
haired granddaughter Sarah.
Always classy, Sandi for her 1964 senior portrait.
M ost students probably know her as theprofessor who stops in their freshman
Composition class to tell them about the
benefits of having a Technical and Professional
Communication (TPC) major. With a passion
for the major, Sandi Harner serves as senior
professor of English and TPC "mom." Mrs.
Harner started the TPC program herself and has
remained its foundation. She stays connected
to the professional field by serving on the
Society for Technical Communication in various
roles through the years, including the Board of
Directors and advisor for the Cedarville student
STC chapter. She was also named a Fellow of
STC in 2001.
More than her passion for technical
communication, Mrs. Harner has a passion for
her students. She enjoys giving her students
academic, spiritual, and personal advice.
Sometimes she fancies herself a bit of a match-
maker and loves to see TPCers couple up. Mrs.
Harner has served as academic advisor for every
TPC graduate to go through the program, and
she keeps contact with many of them well after
graduation. Current students often hear the
stories of what her graduates are doing.
Students also enjoy hearing stories of the greates
love in Mrs. Harner's life, her family. She can
talk for hours about Don Harner and his latest
exploits on the farm, or Zach and Jacob's visit the
other day, or just how cute Sarah is. No question
about it, Mrs. Harner loves her family.
Sandi Harner graduated from Cedarville
in 1964, and she will be the first to tell you that i
was only by God's grace and a small miracle that
she was here. She married Don Harner four years
later. They have two children, Scott and Amy.
Mrs. Harner stays active in her church, Faircreek
serving as an adult Sunday school leader and
drama production extraordinaire.
Between all of this, Mrs. Harner spend
her free time scrapbooking and drinking fine
coffee. She roasts and grinds her own coffee
beans before making coffee in her French
press. She loves to travel as well and has even
taken Cedarville students on recent trips to
both Germany and Greece. You should see the
scrapbooks from those trips.
Her daughter Amy says it best: "She gives so
freely and completely of her time and energy t
all aspects of her life: her family, her job, her
students, and her professional pursuits!"
Mr. and Mrs. Hamer have been married 42 years. He is the
ISTJ to her ENFJ. (Ask her Corporate Culture students about
Myers-Briggs if you're don't know what that means.)
The Hamer family. In the back are son Scott and his wife Charlene,
and daugher Amy and her husband Jason and son Zach. Mrs.
Hamer holds Scott's daughter, Sarah, while Amy's son Jacob sits
with Don Hamer.
Look at that smile! Sandi Hamer loves her grandkids, Zach, Sarah, and Jacob.
Mrs. Hamer bonds with her students on a trip to
Corinth, Greece.
Mrs. Hamer is famous for her annual Christmas brunch and
Bluberry Maple Pecan French toast.
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GETTING STARTED
Even Dr. and Mrs. Brown come to Printy to help the incoming
freshwomen. Now that is a dedicated President!
RA Brianna Mottashed and her swarm of Getting Started
helpers make sure they greet and help every single car
loaded with incoming students and their belongings.
Andrew Ferrell points the way to a bright and shining future
for this parent's student.
very August on Cedarville's campus,
n there comes a weekend that is jam-
packed with stress, sweat, hellos, good-
byes, and enough activities to ensure that
no one will be getting needed sleep. Getting
Started Weekend offers incoming freshmen
the best of both worlds. These wide-eyed
fledglings are forced to say goodbye to their
parents and to the security of high school
and are thrown headfirst into the whirlwind
of student life at Cedarville. However, in
the midst of all the stress of securing meal
plans, registering for classes, and beginning
to discover their new roommates' strange
quirks, the freshmen also begin to build
friendships that will last a lifetime.
This year's Getting Started Weekend was
no different from the rest. As students
arrived at Cedarville, they were greeted
by their resident advisors and a slew of
other Cedarville students who arrived early
to greet the new students and help them
carry their baggage into their dorm rooms,
whether they were in Maddox, Printy, Faith,
Lawlor, the Hill—or even if they were one of
the lucky few who managed to secure a room
in an upperclassman dorm.
As the freshmen watched their families drive
away, they didn't even have time to dry
their eyes before they were flung right into
activities with the first group of friends that
they would make at Cedarville—their small
group. Throughout the first few weeks, the
small groups went to activities, meals, and
chapels together, led by small group leaders
who were there to answer questions and offer
advice about college life. The freshmen were
given such little time to relax and catch their
breath that by the time the weekend was over
and classes were beginning, many students
were relieved for the change of pace.
Cedarville certainly knows how to
get students excited about the start of
classes!
"N.
FALL SECTION I
And so it begins. New students are treated to plenty of
meetings that introduce them to the rigors of college lectures.
Nothing says welcome to college like trying to find your group in
the field center full of new students and student leaders screaming
out their group numbers.
Roger O'Neel explains the intricacies of the new Worship major to an incoming student.
Chris Gehman and Paul Smith of SGA provide weary students
with high-energy sno-cones! "I'm only going to say this once: don't lose this key!"
FALL BIBLE CONFERENCE
Tll
Rob Turner uses his rather animated personality to drive
home his points to the student body. How can you not take
that face seriously?
Finally, Pastor Rohm has truly learned how to relate to the
student body: wearing a Dickey's shirt.
Well, Rob probably had a point to this story. It involved a
moose. ..or was it a deer?
The best part of a many a Cedarvillestudent's day is 10 a.m., when the entire
student body congregates together in the
Dixon Ministry Center for morning chapel.
Scores of alumni have agreed that chapel
was the best part of their time at Cedarville
and the one thing that they miss most
about their collegiate experience. Morning
chapel is a chance for students to gather
together every morning and worship God
as one body, congregated together under
one roof. However, a few times a year,
students are also able to gather together
in the evenings for an additional time of
worship and learning. The most memorable
of these times is the first week of school,
when Cedarville invites a speaker to come
to campus and challenge students at the Fall
Bible Conference.
In past years, Fall Bible Conference speakers
have come to Cedarville from all over the
country, and even from across the globe.
However, this year, Cedarville invited a
more local friend to be the keynote speaker.
Students were thrilled to hear that the
conference speaker for this year was Pastor
Rob Turner, the lead teaching pastor of
Apex Community Church in Dayton. Many
students attend Apex on a weekly basis while
they are attending Cedarville, and so Pastor
Rob was a familiar face to many. For four
days and three nights, Pastor Rob challenged
Cedarville students with his fervor for
Christ and touched them with his love for
young Christians. Flaviu Ciuciu said of the
conference, "I really appreciated how bold
Pastor Rob was in his messages and how
I was able to apply what he was saying to
my own life." Both incoming freshmen and
seniors who had heard Pastor Rob multiple
times prior would attest to the passion that
Pastor Rob exemplified for Christ.
Rebekah Goodwin, Austin Lynch, and Billy Simpson start out the school year by spending time in worship at the Bible Conference,
Even Rob pulled out the regalia for Convocation.
FALL SECTION II
Nick Tynan leads the students in worship.
clothes, thank Rob for all his work. to provide the Conference with some excellent music.
Dr. Brown and Pastor Rohm, sporting their new, culturally relevant Alumnus Nick Tynan returns to his roots at Cedarville
HOMECOMING
Christina Kinch, Katie Hunt, and friends pile into the back of
a pick-up for the Homecoming parade.
Julita Bailey, Jenn Alfieri, and Sarah Medina march through
homecoming with their signs for the PEACE Project.
Juliann Lamb and friends frame their faces for the "Picture
This" Homecoming theme.
It was a frigid fall day in Cedarville thatwelcomed Alumni back for Homecoming.
The return to their alma mater brought
mixed emotions. Some reminisced about th
good old times when girls had to wear skirt
everyday and everyone listened to Steven
Curtis Chapman in secrecy. Others were
affronted with the harsh realization that the
were simply not as young as they used to b
Watching freshmen chase each other around
in the "meat market" brought many to grip
with that fact pretty quickly.
The homecoming parade, unrivaled in
uniqueness and splendor, had spectators on
the edge of their seats. Candy was thrown t
and fro as children dived onto the pavemen
in hopes of grabbing one sweet after the
next. Parents stood by in awe as a troupe o
swing dancers performed "choreographed
movements" in 1950's attire. Eventually
they were able to pick up their jaws off
the ground in time to see a social activism
organization tout signs bearing statistics
about AIDS.
The cold weather and wind did not stop
alum from participating in the ever-excitin
Homecoming activities. Outside the SSC,
orgs set up fundraising tables like tie-dye
and moon bounces. But the main event,
the men's soccer game against Notre Dame
College, had the biggest turn out.
  1171
The ladies of Phi Gamma Psi represent different decades for their
"Picture Your Past" theme. I.
The orchestra and the choral groups combine their efforts for Friday's Homecoming concert.
Free balloons? Why not! Many students join the festivites simply for the freebies.
Honorary Alumna of the Year, Kimberly Ahlgrim,
rides down Main Street in style.
Senior King and Queen hopefuls Molly
Thomas and Paul Smith wave to the crowd.
CANOE RACE
Fail. But even in defeat, this engineer seems to be having a
pretty good time.
A crowd of onlookers gathers to cheer the participants to
their demise.
Seems like these two guys don't want anyone to know the,\
are engineering students.
They prepared for weeks in advance,staying up past curfew and fueling up
with energy drinks loaded with caffeine.
Tangled in cardboard and duct tape, the
freshmen engineers brought their floating
creations down to Cedar Lake, ready to make
a name for themselves. Little did they know,
the cheering crowd that seemed to be yelling
screams of support was secretly waiting to
watch their demise. One by one, the canoes
made it across, and with every victorious
finish, the crowd became more and more
agitated.
"We just came to watch people sink.
It's not really fun if everyone makes it
across, you know?" said Kelly Achenbach.
Halfway through the race, the organization
Ten 24 began passing out free ice cream,
which appeased the malevolent masses for a
time.
But then everyone's attention
suddenly shifted from their caloric intake
back to the water. Gasps and screams
escaped the mouths of onlookers who had
actually come to cheer someone on. One
of the boats was teetering on the brink of
destruction, ready to meet the countless
other vessels whose eternal resting place was
well below sea level. Sighs of relief tainted
with disappointment could be heard as the
sailors managed to haul their canoe safely to
shore.
As one of the last groups of canoes set off
from shore, everyone watched with baited
breath. Would this be the one to make the
afternoon worthwhile?
Suddenly and without warning,
the canoe on the left became engulfed in
water and within a few moments was no
longer visible. Applause and cheers erupted
from the crowd, who were now completely
content.
When the race was over, it came
time for the demolition derby. With all that
destruction, most people forgot about the .
hours spent waiting to see someone
sink. They were just happy to
see those freshmen destroy
each other.
eN•
FALL SECTION IV
The stylin' life vests ensure this team's safe passage across
the murky waters.
Epic fail. At least he still has his paddle, right?
The SS Extera, piloted by two brave souls, commands respect from all other sea-faring vessels ..Just look at those goggles.
Who  wouldn't be intimidated?
These harsh words brought many freshmen
to tears._
The SS Extera proves victorious! It's all
due to the goggles.
You'd think being in the water on a hot
day would be nice. Guess not!
FALL PLAY
20
Suddenly, Helen realizes the meaning of words. The pitcher
drops, and life has new meaning.
Annie and Kate Keller (Alexandra Turner) fight over the
control of Helen. The determination of a mother's love and a
teacher's desire soon ends in a breakthrough for Helen.
The stage transformed from a bare floorto a Southern household, complete with
real grass and a working water pump. Water
splashed into the front rows as Helen Keller,
portrayed by Laura Anfang, dropped the
pitcher when she realized language. Food
flew through the air while Annie Sullivan,
portrayed by Jessica Hickling, attempted to
teach Helen how to fold her napkin.
Students packed the theatre to watch
The Miracle Worker, the story of Annie
Sullivan's struggle to teach Helen Keller and
the accomplishments they both achieved in
a month. The actors each had the chance to
bring to life a character who experienced
life in a different time and place. "Though
many know the name of Helen Keller, few
truly know her story. Not to mention there is
something in it for everybody: dogs, water
fights, wrestling, children, tears, laughter,"
noted Jessica Hickling.
Transformations became the theme once the
lights went out. The wild, young girl learned
to communicate while the Keller family
slowly reconciled their differences. "The
story of Helen Keller reminded me that if we
have the will and bold determination amidst
impossible circumstances, our inconceivable
goal can be achieved," said Pamela Proctor,
who played one of the blind girls.
The show was not without its humor. The
determination of the characters and the
means they used often sent the audience into
fits of laughter. The fits Helen threw, which
often caused the laughter, could also cause
silence. A pin drop could be heard as the
little blind and deaf girl finally understood.
Jordan Hickling portrayed Captain
Keller and had to wear a fake beard for each
performance. He said, "The beard did not
make peace with my chin during the run of
the show, but the reactions of the audience
were worth the experience as a whole."
FALL SECTION V
The blind girls beg Annie Sullivan to stay. The Keller family and servants look on as Helen reveals her love for Annie, Teacher.
Viney (Andrea Davis) attempts to set the table as Helen (Laura An fang)
shares her enthusiasm of being back home.
Jimmy (Derek Stockwell) secretly watches Annie, the
new governess for his half-sister Helen.
The cast of The Miracle Worker comes together onstage after a successful run involving tears, laughter, and love. 21
FALL BACK
22
Bright colors mix with big smiles. Laura Dreyer wows
spectators with a finger-paint mural!
Students can't help but wonder how much of an
exaggeration their caricature really is.
A Cedarville artist paints a masterpiece on a facial canvas.
This year's Fall Back was a whirlwindof art, action, and amazing food!
Orgs lined up to strut their stuff to the
Cedarville community—and their tables did
not disappoint. Fall Back provided ample
opportunity for all Cedarville students to
do something they love. Cedarville's first
ever street fair was deemed a success by all
who attended—and a perfect opportunity to
ignore their mothers' orders not to play in
the street. The air was filled with the sounds
of laughter, music, and grunting men as they
smashed pumpkins on the pavement.
For the Cedarville artist, there were
sidewalks to cover in chalk and fences to
paint with graffiti. The animal lover could
win a goldfish in a cup-toss game. Athletes
demonstrated their superior strength by
competing to see who could throw pumpkins
the farthest and by racing each other in
go-karts!
Best of all were the mountains of Autumnal
foods: sweet pecan pie, steaming hot
chocolate, and buttery popcorn were just a
few of the options available. Even the most
discriminating of palates could not snub
Chucks' gooey apple dumplings.
Clara Gebert, SGA vice-president,
said, "I certainly loved planning the event.
A friend of mine came up with the idea when
Peter Brandt and I were campaigning for
SGA last year. I owe a lot to my team for
the actual event, and many things were only
able to be done as a result of their genius,
creativity, or pure determination and effort!
Honestly, my favorite part of Fall Back was
seeing how people enjoyed the event and got
involved in all the different activities. To
me, that was success."
EAU SE(:"I'l()N VI
Students can't explain with mere words just how much they love Fall Back. Mingling and hugs are the only possible response.
On your 11lark, .,2.et sct, go! These s'mores are s'moking!
Manly men like Jon Dias throw pumpkins to
determine who has the most testosterone!
Anna Edwards' balloons leave her smiling.
Graffiti? Must be the work of one of those notorious Cedarville gangs.
FALL FESTIVITIES
At Joni's Rock 'n Roll, students experienced what it's like to play
basketball in a wheelchair.
Justin Sides, Sammy Starr, and Ryan Zeiset enjoy a game of..
, up-turned tables at the Involvement Fair. (No, we don't know how
to play either.)
Tim Lukasiewicz and Brian Johnson lead students through an
Encounter Worship Night.
ovies and late-night madness, game
nights and campus chases. So goes the
story of the campus Fall Festivities. Students
gathered from around campus to delight in
the numerous activities this fall. "I love fall;
the campus does a great way of getting the
students together to remind us all to take a
break from school and enjoy ourselves," Kate
Cella said.
Hundreds of students played the annual
Mission Impossible cross-campus chase.
Dressed all in black, the crazy participants
raced across campus, dodging faculty along
the way to reach their destination. Screams
echoed through campus as everyone learned
the agility of the faculty and just how scary
the campus could get after dark.
The craziness continued into the fall with the
celebratory Midnight Madness. Students got
a glimpse of the upcoming basketball team
while entertained by the various game and
three-point shot battle of the sexes. "Midnight
Madness is such a great tradition and enables
us to welcome the basketball teams into their
next season. My friends and I love to watch
the three-point competition," Grace Kohl said.
SCAB maintained their job in luring students
to stay on campus during the weekend. They
gave students the chance to become stars
through karaoke ALT Nights. Wii Games and
movies galore gave the campus the chance to
stay close and donate their date money toward
the chosen organization of the evening. The
Midwest campus could not have an evening of
fun without corn hole, of course. ALT Nights
provided ample opportunity for students to
sharpen their corn-chucking skills.
Peter Mage always anticipates the
feeling on campus during autumn: "I love
being here in the fall. It feels like Cedarville
bursts into a flurry of activity and color, just
like nature, before the long, cold winter."
FALL SECTION VII
Students are able to find the perfect organization or ministry for them during the
Org and Involvement Fair.
Who doesn't love bowling with Dad on Dad's
Weekend? Just watch that scorecard; you know how
he cheats.
Joel Walton and Derek Stockwell keep the audience laughing as they host the New Student Talent Show.
I GRAND
,A RS HAL 
I.
 2JDr. and Mrs. Brown join the Labor Day Parade here in the village ofDuring Moonlight Madness, the new mascot reveals himself! Cedarville, the home of Labor Day.
HOLIDAYS
Joshua Brown's Hill basement boys -rock around the unit"
sporting ugly sweaters and Christmas decor.
Seabird serenades the campus during their first
Cedarville visit.
Hallmates Brooke Larsen, Grace Kohl, and JoyAnna
McBride get in the holiday spirit with festive Christmas
attire. Lovin' the antlers, Joy!
T think I'm going to invite Dr. Brown
Ito my house to read Christmas stories
every year!". exclaimed John Cooper,
delighting in the annual Dr. Brown Story
Time at Campus Christmas. Kicking off
the campus activities, students gleefully
gathered in the DMC to celebrate the end of
the semester and the return of the magical
Christmas frog.
Other students rushed to finish their
decadent dorm decorations. Some even
stayed up in the late hours of the night. "Our
unit took turns working through the night.
It was worth it." Keith Robinette told how
his unit conquered the men's first place
prize with their toy shop. Mine to McKinney
won the dorm-decorating contest for the
girls. The superb decor displayed the life
of a diamond, from miners to Tiffany sales
attendants. The girls brought a new flair to
the stereotypical 'ring by spring.'
Santa, cookies, and lots of games filled the
Student Center on Friday night, giving the
students an opportunity to celebrate with
friends before going home for the holidays.
Classic Christmas movies played while
the audience enjoyed late-night breakfast
in Chucks—another anticipated Campus
Christmas tradition. Some students came
dressed in pajamas; all came in hope of
de-stressing before finals week.
Hoping to add a new tradition, two bands
came to campus this year. Seabird and the
Civil Wars not only played to a packed house
but also brought a new sound to campus:
eclectic, whimsical, and endearing.
FALL SECTION VIII
NNW 
()pen dorms leave visitors in shock and awe. Kurt Groman celebrates Campus Christmas the only way a real elf knows how.
Erica Bartholomew and friends do the hand jive! They must be rockin' around the Christmas at the Christmas party hop.
Or something.
Apparently giant gingerbread men are welcomed on campus during the
holidays. Run, run, fast as you can!
Students prepare for the upcoming stressful finals week
by first celebrating with a bit of karaoke. What better
way to de-stress than sing off-key in front of a crowd?
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The 2009-2010 year at Cedarville has been amazing. It
will be remembered as the inaugural year of the School
of Pharmacy, a rugged winter, the successful transition
to Café Rinnova, and hundreds of other "new" things on
campus.
Lynne and I enjoy looking through the yearbook to
remember all of the events of the year. But the best part
is to look at each of the student photos and remember
the conversations and fellowship we've had. I hope that
in the years to come you will look back on your time at
Cedarville with fond memories of growth, challenges and
changes.
Our theme for this year, "Christ Alone," is not merely a
statement, but a resolute commitment to acknowledge and
live the supremacy of Christ in all things. As our world
becomes more chaotic and confusing, I pray you will see
that Jesus Christ is the stable center of all things and be
used by Him to share His love, His truth, and His hope.
You will always be a part of the Cedarville family. May
God richly bless you as you walk with Him.
•
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The Clash, sponsored by Resound, causes strenuous brain
activity in the lower SSC as teams compete for trivia glory.
-KURZ 1111lit
Danny Kim and Carolyn Deemer bring their personal flavor
to a Spanish Club Interruption.
The forensics team knows working together brings out the best in each of them, Ashley Dasuqi learns the art of paper making thanks
and here they show their unity before running off to another round of competition. to ProTerra.
ASL brings their passion to chapel for an
inspirational presentation.
,
evening a la casa de Dr. Brown.
II
The ROTC military ball is always a unique and momentous evening for those involved in the program and a
great excuse for their dates to throw on some fancy attire.
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PIERCE
1 nciwili LI.,144.1 3 .197us, when Boris Gruens% aidOhio State University graduststudent and sculptor. discriverhis an and began champloninAbout six years sgo,
Stlson, ardstk director of LATbecame Intrigued with spodighPierce onstage.
"Onr • person plays tend fobAbout large, interns tiona/ly krfigures like Emily Dickinson anMark Twain.' he said. 'It occurrto me that a lucid figure mightgood choke.
Nesison encouraged ChiquitaMullins Lee, a dramaturge andplaywright for two CATCO ShortI el ft ,
.:111s. to begin research
‘s'hat she found about Piercelife, his mos/ion up here and hispiritual journey seemed like gremitteri.d.' Nelson sald,As * chdd in nut/ MississippiPierce began caning with a pockeknife given to hizn by either hislather or a brother — accountsdiffer hy the age of?, he had bega menagerie of little wooden farmanima4
Pierce didn't want to be a farmerbut he wow interested in barberingand ltsrneil the trade As a youngman, hr had a son our of wedkock.the.,, married and hid another sun,After his sok died. Pierce left hischild behind and spent a pear as ahobo hitching rides on boaters.Urged by his mother tu abandonOw reckless behavior oh Ills youth.Pierce discosered a religious callingand estrne-d a preacher's License.Along with many other Southernblacks, he inigrs lett north. Pk
ha.
found work in Lisintille. 111__ •
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The barbershop became a place where friendsand neighbors got a haircut
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4 RESIDENCE LIFE
 igloo
400101414ft
Take people from all over the country, the worldeven, with radically different dreams, pasts, and
personalities, shuffle them up and deal them out
into a dozen or so buildings all over campus, and
something amazing happens. They coalesce into a
cohesive community.
The men of Cedarville University are spread across
nine residence halls, from secluded Rickard to the
imposing complex of dorms known as the Hill. Each
is unique in style and reputation and each convinced
that it is the best, but every dorm is a vibrant
community of guys working through college together.
They can be inexplicable at times; "because we can"
is considered as good a reason as any for a late-night
Winners run or a Nerf war in the hall. However, when ;
it comes down to it, the guys are also there when Cedarville guys.clon't have any problem getting a bit dirty.
they're needed, and they challenge and encourage : Looks like even this flag football game involved some tackling.
I
-_ each other in Christ.
The seven women's residence halls, from the
courtyard of Maddox to far-flung Faith, foster even
more tightly knit groups. "Living in a dorm creates
, deep friendships between girls like none other," said
Andrea E. Brown. "Staying up late chatting about
dreams, life, and love, praying together and just being
silly are some of the best memories of Cedarville that
I have." It can be difficult at times to live so closely
with so many other women, but in the end it is worth
it.
So how do you sum up the tragic and trying,
fascinating and fulfilling experience that is
The boys aren't the only ones who. kinvv. how to tough it out
Cedarville dorm life? Krista Terry said, "Resident life .in the mud. 
're- 'Y. •
isn't always perfect, but it tends to be awesome."
ACTI ITIES SECTION I
Is that a didgei-idooZ With a rainboN\ wi Wh
say to That?
dence life isn't
4.0 Open dorms give students a chance to mingle in other
- students' rooms.
I la, hall tcair F,..•,,k1\ to
is
RA'
Recent developments in the student life divisionhave resulted in Cedarville University Resident
Assistants enjoying their jobs even more! Second
year RA, Katie Laustsen, commented, "Living in the
dorms is the quintessential college experience, and
I wouldn't trade it for anything. Where else are you
surrounded by 150 girls who are just as hyper and
insane as you? Whether we're climbing up the walls
or skipping through the hall waving my ribbon dancer
around, we always have a ton of fun. At the same
time, it's amazing to have those girls to turn to for
prayer and accountability. I love it when girls stop by
my room simply to tell me about their day or ask me
to pray with them. It's awesome."
Veteran Lawlor RA, Joe Hatch agreed: "I love being
_ an RA. In what other job do you get to hang-out
— with 15 of your friends and get paid for it?!" Newbie
  Luke Labelle, while still in his first year of all-ins
— and balcony duty, feels the same way. Describing the
— incredible environment he is privileged to work in,
he had this to say: "Walking into a hall lined with
shirtless guys doing a 'Romanian Ab Workout' is the
epitome of what it means to be an RA in Brock. It has
— been an adventure, but being an RA has both grown
me and allowed me to invest in some great people.
I love it!" Even amidst the many confrontations and
demerit throw-downs, these committed employees
ave the highest job satisfaction rate to date.
. Jordan Leman learns that roping in Lawlor boys' attention is not as easy as
anticipated. • • •
The Printy RA's just Falet.*ay awayMcChesney and St. Clair RA's • .
hug trees. trindtawlor's, comfy fUrrtifure!
RA's be ature.
mos" 
ACTI4ITIES SECTION II
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The men of
s boticat
Printy
111
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ow how to look pretty.. other dorms should greelwith envy.
• "
ON% CS
\ of her
aith ladies take
an evening out...
even further out
than their dorm.
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•% • CHUCKS
For years, students have been flocking to VecinosCafé every morning to get their caffeine fix.
Because of mysterious circumstances, this year
at Cedarville came with a huge change. Vecinos
disappeared, only to be replaced with a new caffeine
supplier—a café named Rinnova. The consistent
and quality drinks provided at Rinnova are the same
as those that were served at Vecinos, and the same
baristas offer the same authentic conversations—such
as asking what size drink you'd like and if your name
is spelled with an "i" or an "ie." However, rumor has
it that Rinnovare is the Italian world for "renew,"
so perhaps that Italian Eye Opener you order in the
mornings is a little more Italian now than it was
before.
Chucks and the Hive came with some changes of their
- own. For those students who are sick of standing
in line at Chucks on the weekend, the Hive began
_ offering breakfast transfer meals on Saturdays. For
----  students who continued faithfully visiting Chucks, a
— new meal option was offered—the immensely popular
yogurt and granola bar. The make-it-yourself parfaits
proved to be a huge hit, and Chucks ran out of their
week's supply of yogurt and granola the night that
fl—the line opened! Students appreciated the great new
Itt., healthy option, but seniors are indignant that such
changes to Cedarville's cuisine were only instated
durin the.r last semester.
•
Baristas at Rinnova work hard to keep the ever-coming customers happy and,
filled with caryne. •
 .."•■•
Breanne Gibson, Jordan Doyle, Shaun Frazier. Katy R and Wes Young
gather around the thanksgiving table j0 like imily,
d Michael Roten prove a meal at Lind, is
someone sortt>s their drink ktuahtntrt.
H VE & RINNO ACTIVITIES SECTION III
-
Around the holidays Chrjstma, ees lend sot cer
to the taleteria:'
Ashley Solomon
before their mea
Poptifir holiday meals at Chucks find s ts standing in line Ibr their holiday least!
INTRAMERALS
 IONIN
Bump. Set. Spike. He leaps into the air and smashesthe ball over the net, hitting the ground before the
other team can move.
She dribbles the ball past the defenders, eyes
intent on the goal. Her foot swings back and connects
with the ball. The ball sails through the air and slips
past the goalie's fingers into the net.
Just like every other year, the intramural sports
competition combines talent and passion with the
desire for a break from homework. "Intramural sports
gave me a set time each week to get out and use some
energy that I had built up in classes and meetings. They .?
are among my favorite parts of the week," said Peter
Brandt. Teams compete in a wide range of sports that
allows for the release of pent-up energy.
Clara Gebert said, "I got involved in intramural .f
— co-ed sand volleyball my freshman year and absolutely
loved it. It was such fun to go out and hit the volleyball
— around, getting sand everywhere and then heading
— to Chuck's for a team dinner." Whether the team is
=— sending sand through the air or belting a soccer ball
across the field house, bonding is bound to happen.
The champion prize eludes many and is given only
to the few. The prize, in true Cedarville University
fashion, is a free T-shirt. The team that wins the
  championship proudly wears it for the campus to see
 while those who just missed it eagerly wait for next
ear.
Zac Dixon aims for the ball to send it bacl over the net.
Ultimate Frisbee players take off clow n the field in pursdit Frisbee. The
red team leaps in the air, leaving the white team in their d
-in, confident they will win
ACTIVAIES SECTION IV
t
, • .
Eli Miller.jumps, for the tay:dp iman atteniii
avoid his .opponegt
\ • '
Look at that form. T
least th 's what these flag footbifltlayers want you to thjipk. ome on, guys, flags?
Senior projects. Dreaded final obstacle to thatcoveted title of "graduate?" Or invaluable
classroom experience to translate into the world? At
Cedarville Senior projects are often the main, and
sometimes only, focus of senior students. But who
has to complete a senior project? While every major
has a capstone course, a number of majors have the
chance to showcase their final work, including theater
majors, engineers, artists, and musicians.
Many students flock to see the numerous Senior
Theater Projects in Alford throughout the year. The
performances this year included everything from an
overview of Samuel Beckett's life by Hannah Fletcher
to a look at World War II women in The Cover of
Life directed by Denise Serna. Whether traditional
plays or philosophical ruminations, students enjoy
seeing the productions almost as much as the seniors
_ enjoy putting them on. Engineers get the unique
chance to work on cutting edge projects such as the
— - Supermileage car and other machines that defy the
  
imagination. Students aren't surprised by the mild
explosions and black smoke that often come from the
Engineering labs. Students always enjoy meandering
through the senior art exhibits in the SSC and DMC as
they show off both traditional and avant-garde studio
pieces done by the talented artists on campus.
And who could forget the numerous senior recitals
by all the shockingly gifted music majors? These
students practically live in the DMC, deep in the inner
halls of the Bolthouse Center for Music. Seriously,
some of them don't see sunlight for days. (Though
that is common in Ohio.) Yet the performances always
sound beautiful.
i : •
,
'These aren't the,rpodel nlines from childhood.
ACTIVITIES SECTION V
Some engineers make their academic knowJ
they work o# eagera
•
Grace Pilet and'Am Her star 1' The
directed•by
\
Carolyn Ruck, Justin Hobbs, and Amy AV keep things inteit ng in /30 \Nolgcox, Hobbs' Senior Theater Project.
tudent Government Association—headed by
Peter Brandt as President and Clara Gebert
as Vice President—is full of social, outgoing,
helpful students. "...if you plan on running, you
best be sociable! Use every opportunity in your
first month to meet as many people as possible,"
states a veteran. And it certainly is necessary.
This year SGA had a part in planning events
like Moonlight Madness, the New Student
Talent Show, and, of course, the infamous Elliv.
The officers of SGA have a heart of Christ and
for students, serving both in all they plan and
do. With the enthusiasm of Peter Brandt and the
training of Clara Gebert, the 2009-2010 SGA
officers were able to have an amazing year
serving the student body.
It was a sad day when the SGA officers of
2009-2010 said their goodbyes, but they paved a
road for the new officers to make an impact on
the student body the next year.
SGA ACTIVITIES
Mike Willia4 and Nate Bell sit down with Peter Brandt and
.! Chris Gehmaa to have a little chat about the go int!-ons of Cedarville.
4\--
Zach Seelye and Erin Gollihue lead s,t dents in worship. .
nd DOE,
Lye to those i need,
ts to donate
(1,4,4;
ACTIVITIES SECTION VI
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What's there cultural than making sushi? nts enjoyed an SGA Worship Night at the Cedarville Opera House.
! •
The students are escaping! SGA's MissiOn Impossible gives students the ciNci to let out the spy inside.
V 4-04
4 9
II. BROWN CHAPELS
4
,
Though he always ends the mandatory fifty-minutesession with the encouraging words, "Have a great
day in Christ," Dr. Brown opens Monday chapels with
a unique and refreshing message relating to the annual
theme. For his Monday chapels, Dr. Brown targeted
the topic of living "In Christ Alone" this year. His
messages were as comical as ever, as he regularly
released his lighthearted side by sharing unbelievable
photographs and amusing video clips. Dr. Brown's
love for Christ and the reality of the Christian life
came through each hour with captivating clarity as he
highlighted the powerful words of Christ. Dr. Brown
extrapolated on Jesus' commands that are the most
significant yet occasionally the most challenging to
hear. In other words, Dr. Brown did it again.
Dr. Brown's contemporaries on stage this school
year kept the ball rolling. Marilyn Laszlo told the
exciting story of her twenty-seven years living as a
lone missionary with an indigenous tribe in Papa New
Guinea, to whom she provided the first written version
of their language in New Testament form. Constance
Rhodes directed the spotlight of student attention
and concern to the eating disorder issues with which
so many men and women of today struggle, and Dr.
Crawford Loritts shed light on the shadows of worry.
Dr. Deforia Lane described her inspiring work with
music therapy that channel the magic of lyrical notes
towards the healing of wounded hearts and souls.
Chris Williamson compared the nature of God's calling
with the potent metaphor of pregnancy, and Dr. Hayes
Whicker compelled students to persevere in the race
of effective Christianity by sharing some encouraging
spiritual coaching tips. As these speakers aligned their
outlooks on life with the vantage point of Jesus, they
joined Dr. Brown in relaying the importance of living
in Christ alone.
The smile. The hair. The tiny little microphorie.
' There is only one t)r. Bill Brown.
•
Not one to let his messages grow dull, Dr. Brown keeps
chapel lively for the students. •
"Why does God condemn people
to eternal damnation if they
have never heard of Him?"
question -stt ents.
SPECIAL GU
immumemoir • tommiump.....m.
• Jonthan Ervirf regales students with hisTersbn testimony. Chris Williamson keeps students attention with his big personality.
Jeff Bridges brings wisdom from generations past.
SGA President Peter Bredt kindly assists Constance Rhodes..
by playine, a rather frustiatilkig game of Perfection ss
Peter isn't quite the paragon we thought. Of courseosTer is
I. distracting him.
fi
GUEST CONCERTS
N ationally recognized, Grammy-nominatedband Switchfoot came to Cedarville's
campus this Spring. Their new album is called
"Hello Hurricane," and singer and songwriter
Jon Foreman explains, "Hello Hurricane'
acknowledges the storms that tear through our
lives. This album is an attempt to respond to
those storms with an element of hope, trying
to understand what it means to be hopeful in a
world that keeps spinning."
Cedarville also hosted Todd Agnew and
Building 429. "We're always looking for
groups that will excite, motivate, encourage
and challenge our students," says Brian Burns,
associate dean for student center operations
--L-and programs at Cedarville. "Building 429 and
Todd Agnew have great music that entertains
but goes deeper as it encourages and challenges
 people to live a life of real faith in Jesus."
: Building 429 fead singer Jason Roy rocks that killer rock star look.
Todd Agnew and his band keep stude,ritspn their feet!
ACTIVITIES SECTION VIII
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Civil Wais beanie
appearanCe dur
rite dlirin e Jeremiah Cha
The audience is loving the concert! Someone even decided to get a
picture oijis cell 2hone.
Not afriad to make a show, lead singer Jon Foreman
gs from on top the drum set.
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2012
Jonathan Adler Amanda Allen Stephanie Anderson
100
Ft
Becky Baron
Dane Baldwin
Will Andres Wesley Arbogast Laura Backer
John Baldwin Geneva Banz Samantha Barclay Jacob Barker
Hannah Barron Joshua Barthuly Andrew Bash Sarah Bates
Molly Bearden Ryan Behon
Molly Bewley
Heidi Benson
Vawny Blackburn Michelle Blackstone
Mary Bernecker
Ethan Blagg
Rachel Baylor
Jenn Berrigan Stefanie Betori
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Nathanael Braun Sarah Brittan Amanda Brown Andrea Brown Breanna Brown Doug Brown
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Rachel Brownfield Hannah Bryan
Jovane Caamano
Laura Bryan
Stephen Campbell Meagan Cams
Kimberly Cheeseman Qiudong Chen
Stephanie Chrystal Heather Clark
Jessica Chester
Tiffany Buehler Brittany Burkholder
Robbie Carter Margaret Casillo Tyler Chan
Paige Christiaanse Brenna Christiansen Ruth Christiansen
Jordan Clark Andrew Comers
Matthew Coover Hope Cornelius Christina Costilow John Coules Jaklyn Couser Janemarie Covel
2012
Hannah Cowden Miriam Crane Rebekah Crawford Rachael Currie Joshua Cushing Rebekah Cvetich
•
Felicia DeCook
Mark D'Anna
Emily Donovan
Nathan Davenport Nathaniel Davidson
Ala'yna Diebold
Chris Durbin
Eimile Dougherty
Taylor Dybwad
David Dion
Jordan Doyle
Andrew Dirks
Anna Edwards
Andrea Davis
Kyler Dresbach
Virginia Davis
Jennie Dixson Rebekah Dodson
Jean Drimalla
Heidi Edwards Marissa Eissler
Joel Dulin
Sabrina Elgersma Justin Engel Andrew Englund Jeff Evnns Sul Htl Joseph Fideler
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Matt Field Derek Fimbel Aron Flaming Olivia Floren Kaitivn Fote
Casey Foulk
.4;
Kyle Fox
Brittney Fulp Kolby Gabbert
Josiah Franklin Shaun Frazier
Joe Gallagher LeeAnne Gammie
11
Jillian French
Ellen Geib
Stephanie Frey
Jordan Geiss
Jennifer Giambalvo Nick Giovacchini
Josh Gordon Paul Gordon
Amelia Glenchur Alexander Gonzalez Dane Gordon
Sean Gowdy Christian Graff Ben Graham
rifIN
MaryAlyce Greener John Greenwell Aaron Greenwood Rachel Greenwood Samantha Grelen
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Stephanie Griffith
Hannah Hartman
Brandon Hellwig
Satchell Hedin
Jenna Hilditch
Heather Grosso
Paul Hembekides
Allison Heeres
Candy Hill
Amanda Harris
Deanne Heffernan
Tiffany Hendricks
Rob Harrison Andrew Hartman
Janalyn Hegle
Laura Henkenius
Stephanie Hill Jennifer Hollander
Jason Grier
Carl Heinly
Ashley Herbert Jessica Hilderbrand
Kristen Hulsey
Arr
Lisa Humberson Katie Hunt Craig Hunter Jessica Huwer Caleb Ingram Megan Jahnke
Joseph James Ashley Janczewski Brian Johnson
Lindsay Jones Savannah Justice
Hayley Johnson Tonya Johnson
Sarah Kallstrom
Christina Kinch Laura Kirby Ryan Knepel
Erik Kane
Rebeccah Knott
David Kemmenoe
Matthew Koranek
Danny Kim
gait
Steven Kostusyk
An-
Stephanie Kramer Tyler Kramer
Lauren Lane
Shan Kuang Jesse Kuiken
 Aid
Robert Langan Katie Lanphier
Eric Lamb
Gabrielle Lassetter Sarah Lawton Kara Layton
2012
Rachel Lee Joanna Leszczynski
Emilie Lynch
Gretchen Mayer Alyssa McClure
Craig McLeod
Jeffrey Lynch
Daniel Lewis Melody Lightner Nathan Losch Joshua Lusk
••••••omo,
Kyle Mack Allison MacKenzie Sarah Maithel
Jonathon McCoy Sarah McEllhenney Mark McFarlane Lori McKissick
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Samuel McLeod Kalee Medina Courtnie Merritt Rachel Miceli Darren Miller
Grant Miller Alexandria Mitchell Collin Mitchell Michelle Mitchener Jared Mittelo
Nathan Moll Jenny Moran
Karen Muckley
Adrianna Moreno Bradley Morin
Joshua Muller Brittany Muschott
Abigail Morris
James Myers
Kaitlyn Morris
Sarah Myers
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Craig Nichelson
Adam Oakley
Kirsten Nicolaisen Jerilynn Nine Juliana Nine Ashley Nygren Jordan Oakes
Kara Obuchowski Karl Olson Corey Ommundsen Jennifer Oosterhouse Helen Pack
Paul Page Alyssa Pasma
Brian Perhai
Diana Patrick
Leah Pernicano Elizabeth Petek
Jillian Payne
Jordan Petersen
Stephanie Perez-Carrillo
Ethan Peterson Daniel Petke
2012
Alyssa Phillips Samantha Phillis Jessica Presley Andrew Price Danielle Price
Robert Rabenstein
'II
Rebecca Roberts
Sarah Rader Florence Randolph
Tim Ronco Sarah Rothhaar Bridget Russell
Shawn Rifner
Stephanie Russell
Larry Sanders Gabrielle Sanfilippo Samantha SanGregory Danielle Scarpone
141
Katie Schmidt
Fl
Sarah Schmidt Erin Schultz
David Riggleman
Nina Prozzo
Sarah Ryker
Alison Scharold Matthew Scheerschmidt
,
Is MI
Megan Scott Tyler Scott
Emily Severance Susanne Seybold
William Simpson
Melissa Sides
Samuel Sincock
Daniel Sievert
Amanda Smith
Ethan Simpson
Jessica Smith
Laura Simpson
Jordan Smith
Kendra Smith Meagan Smith
Ally Stafford Danielle Starko
Zachary Smith
Grace Stearns
Apryl Sniffen Bnanne Spencer Cammy Sray
Scott Stephens
PI
Timothy Studebaker Shannon Stutsman Jessica Swango Tim Swanson
Sarah Stevens Cheryl Still
Krista Terry
Rebecca Tervo Eric Thompson Rachel Thompson Sarah Thompson Charissa Thong Emily Tomlinson
Jeffrey Travis Natalie Tribbett
2012
Vienna Trindal
Kailey Tyson Sebastian Van Dintel
Kristin Troyer Thaddaeus Tuggle Benjamin Tuley
Heidi Van Strien Alexandra Van Wyck Benjamin VanDine
Hadassah Veldt Jennifer Vinciguerra Abraham Vivas Christopher Voltz Kelby Wade David Wagner
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MaryAnn Wagner Elizabeth Walton Amanda Wands Laura Ward
Elizabeth Weiser Jessica Wengerd Matthew West
Kelsey Watkins
Douglas Whitaker Alexandra White
Diana Weaver
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Krista Wiles Alexa Winik Chelsea Wolf Renae, WolfJane WildmanDevin Wicker
Michael Wong Elizabeth Woodruff Ryan Worley Evie Wyse
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Caitlin Yoder Emily Young Lauren Young Tia Zirkle
Ben Yeh
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COMMUNITY MINISTRIES
CI mild the best thing about Cedarville
University really be off campus? Many
students get involved each year with community
ministries around the area and say they love it!
They feed off sharing the truth and the love of
the Gospel with kids, teens, elderly, families...
you name it. Students take to heart what they
learn on campus and spread the Gospel out into
the community. But the community isn't the
only one to benefit. The students themselves
develop a love that compels them to share
about God's greatness, witnessinHis love
for the world. Caitlin Hull, invol4d with the
Ark in Springfield, said, "I have developed a
heart for urban ministry while-atdarville.
I got involved at the Ark because I nye the
opportunity to build relationships *ith a lot of
hurting kids from broken families." Although
it takes commitment and time throughout the
school year, over her four years at Cedarville,
Caitlin saw that God has used her in the
ministry with these kids.
Nora Chasnov and her mother look at the opportunities to support the
Luke Commission and take home a little "somethin-somethin" during the
ministry's silent auction.
Several CU students have beerfable to get involved with Changing Lives
Now and have experienced the amazing ministry opportunity it presents.
Some of the kids from
Young Life gather to show
some of the goods.
Caitlin Hull spends some
quality time with friends,
and being an amazing role
model, we're sure.
•MINISTRIES SECTION I
Anywhere students go. whether intentional ng ministry
or not, they represent Christ. Eliane Hoyt cele ted the
positive reception her team received from Sprin field
Manor Nursing Home's nurses this year. She commented,
"In years past it seemed that they more or less tolerated us.
Now, I feel more welcomed by the staff."
Students expose themselves to different cu
groups in the surrounding area to help pe
needs and experience the body of Chill .
res and people
with their
nathan Demers
served with All Nations Bible Fellowship Church in Dayton
mainly because the Lord has called his followers to do
justly, to care for the widow and orphan, to continue the
ministry of reconciliation, and because he lowered himself
on our behalf." lie and other students live out Christianity
throutth these ministry opportunities.
waft,
Rachel Lee LIcicis her talent to the the special Women's
try event. Haven.
son Park h loves their AWANA! Geoff Barnes,
Bruce Rothhaar, Mary (Leanne) pick, Melissa Winkle, Seth
Thomas, and Valerie Wood show their fun side at the
Halloween party!
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You can't help but be excited about what God is doing
through the children's ministry at Northside Baptist Ministry.
Speading a little love via face paint is Julita Bailey at the Chau.* Lives
Now block party in Springfield.
SUMMER MISSIONS
 
10%
This past summer hundreds of Cedarvillestudents and faculty participated in an MIS
trip somewhere in the world. With the goal as
impacting people for Christ, each team hit the
ground running.
The engineering team to Liberia continued work
on the water maintenance system and helped
develop a computer lab. TESL teams traveled
to Indonesia, China, and Hungary to teach
English. The nursing teams worked at clinics in
Bangladesh, Swaziland, and Totzo. Sports teams
ministered in China, Costa Rica, and Scotland.
Primitive ministry was done in the Amazon,
OneVoice sang throughout Europe, and pre-med
students tested their skills in Paraguay.
The teams were not only challenged in the
duties and projects they worked on but also
in their relationships with the One they were
serving. Valerie Talbott said, -Going to Togo,
West Africa, with the nursing department
challenged me in my walk with the Lord. It
really showed me what my faith looked like and
how it needed to be stronger.-
Sam Roberto and Felicia DeCook talk with a woman w
taking a break from singing with OneVoice in France.
The Cedarville team that traveted to Spain takes time to
interact with the kids through a rousing game of duck-duck-
goose.
J.K. Fallin, Kyle Husak, Klyee Medina, Jonny Yoder, and
Chase Socha take a boat ride down the Amazon. You never
know what might pop out of the water, but this crew looks
like they are ready for anything!
uu
Painting. Just one of the many ways that students minister in Spain.
MINISTRIES SECTION II
.0.00141, 
The summer MIS teams were able to see how God was
working in the lives of people around the world. They bt to
see firsthand how He could use their skills to break the ice.
-It was awesome to see how God used the game of basketball
to allow us to develop relationships with so y people in
Edinburgh and to open the door for future m ry there!"
said Jason Beschta, Assistant Me1.1.1s Basketball oach.
 ,r
Memories were created that would list fcrever, and the
impact of the friendships made will continue to grow.
Anthony Mandela said, "Nothing brings altoup together
quite like painting a futbol stadium in July in southern Spain
100+ degree weather. I'll always remember Team Spain
and the incredible group of Cedarville students I had the
privilege of working with!"
Bekah Drum spends some quality time with the girls on her
trip. And a lot of books.
Jennie Dixson, Jullkivieringa,‘IdiaWitne,iiid-Saralr Miller conquer the
Great Wall of China on their missions*... vist look pretty I pe. • lout it.
The OneVoice Gospel choir sings praises to God in the streets of Milan, surrounded by interested tourists. "The most invigorating
aspect of our Europe MIS trip was using gospel music as a bridge to engage European culture with Christ's love. Using what we love
[music], to spread WHO we love! It's a win-win!" exclaims Sam Roberto. uu
SPRING BREAK MISSIONS,.
Several MIS teams used their spring breaksto serve the Lord on a mission trip. Some
teams traveled within the US for the week, but
others were sent to countries like Mexico and the
Dominican Republic. It's usually not too hard to
tell who went on an MIS trip over Spring Break.
The team members always come back with artfully
crafted farmers tans and big smiles on their faces.
One MIS team went to Mexico to work at a camp
for missionary kids. The social work Dominican
Republic team worked in Santo Domingo in
the "red light districts" pulling women out of
prostitution and giving them an alternative in
Christ. The LeaderTreks Dominican Republic
teams spent the week in Monte Plata hosting a VBS
and doing construction at an orphanage. With a
team of mostly girls, the LeaderTreks team found
themselves doing intense labor despite their lack
on "man-power." They worked together to lay the
foundation for a new multi-purposed building at the
orphanage.
After spending a week serving the Lord in another
country in a way that would probably be considered
outside their comfort zone, team members always
find it difficult to jump right back into life at
Cedarville. But with the support of the new friends
they made on the trip, they fight to enter back into
their lives without forgetting the important lessons
they learned on their trip. Eventually the awkward
tan lines fade, but the impact of the trips remain on
the hearts of the team members as long as they are
willing to let Christ change them because of their
experiences.
Linnea Young gathers with a few friends she met in the
Dominican Republic.
Rebecca Belote sits with a young girl at a deaf school
in Jamaica.
An MIS team travels to work with Urban Hope in Philadelphia.
In New York, MIS team members help out in a soup
kitchen. Lookin' good in the hairnet, Stuart 011ey.
MINISTRIES SECTION III
Rebecca Ragle, Molly Dinse, Amy Bielek, Bob Bielek, and
mingle with their friend Eduardo after a long day's work in C
w Hull
Rica.
A tight-kint croup fo re, the Mexico team includs Caleb Ingram, Katie
Dayton, Leah Perkis, Alex Carlson, Matthew Fawcett, Aaron Cook, Zach
Gifford, Mary Gould, Bekah Brewer, and Op Sjoquist.
Alpha Sigma Lambda spend their spring break in Jamaica; here the team tells Bible stories using their mad sign
language skills uu
DISCIPLESHIP GROUPS
Recent studies have shown that spiritual growthamong college students does not happen
purely by osmosis but must come as a result of
intentional time spent in the Word and with the
Body of Christ. The Discipleship Ministries
department of Cedarville has not been shocked
by these findings. In fact, with the help of Mark
Irving, Director of Discipleship Ministries,
this department has been on the cutting edge,
consistently providing students with arvariety of
opportunities to pursue growth and community.
Want a small group Bible or book study? Join
a Discipleship Group! Are you an engaged
or seriously dating and looking for relational
wisdom? Fit To Be Tied is for you! How about a
student-led weekly time of prnyek? Join a prayer
group! Feel like'Voing outside your comfort zone
and witnessing to students at neighboring college
campuses? Then check out Project 28 Eighteen!
"The best part of my Discipleship Leader
experience was the really good, tough,
uncomfortable questions that arose from Battling
Unbelief. I loved how my girls would share their
perspectives and 'muddy the waters,' so to speak,
with ideas that were new to me," commented
Hannah Bryan.
The Discipleship Council enjoys their mission trip to Immanuel Mission on
the Navajo Reservation in Arizona with leader Mark Irving.
Only two things will last after this life: God's
Word and people. Discipleship Ministries values
and invests in both.
uu
I /—
Discipleship can
of the Hive.
pen just about anywhere, even in the bustle and chatter
Leaders of the group "Lord, Change my Attitude" Genelle Schedlbauer, Bekah Dodson, Heidi Van Strien, Brooke
Larsen, Faith Beauchemin, Emily Miller, Jamie Widman, Dea Fallin, and Anna Sloan grab a group shot in front of
the capitol building in Charleston, WV.
MINISTRIES SECTION IV
Kelly Pankratz takes her girls out for a stroll and some mernorable photo ops!
Don't forget to pop the foot.., that's w hat makes it meaningful.
Luke LaBelle believes in the importance of building
community in his group. Therefore, he forces his guys to pile
on top of each other outside Rinnova. These girls recognize that ministering to each other often involves eating out!
This is what discipleship groups are about: the students of Cedarville coming together to help each other grow in their faith.
TOURING TEAMS
111100iiitotosioli-we
The Cedarville touring teams are HeartSong. LifelinePlayers. East to West, and the Master's Puppet Team:
Each ministry is different but they all serve the same
purpose — to communicate the gospel through music, .0
drama, and teaching. These teams travel to different camps
and churches on weekends during the year and for 10 weeks
during the summer.
The touring teams are a huge time commitment for
students, but the experience is definitelyorth it. During
their 10 week summer tour, the teams get to spend some
qual4y time packed into vans for hours on end, which of
course brings them all very close together.
"You see people at their worst and at their best, and as
a result you learn to love them regardless." said Chloe
Heckman, member-of East to West. -It definitely taught me
a lot about myself and about interacting with others. It's so
important to nurture those relationships and find unique
ways to encourage your teammates, because by the end of
summer you can truly have some friendships that will last a
lifetime!"
"This ministry opportunity is unlike anything else
I've ever been able to be a part of," Heckman continued.
"It's awesome that Cedarville coordinates things so that we
can be touring throughout the school year and summer. It's
been an incredible opportunity to be able to go to churches
and camps throughout the year as well as our 10-week
summer tour. While they are totally different experiences,
they have taught me so much about how to interact with
people and learning to be intentional in my conversations
and making every minute we have count for eternity."
HeartSong Blue-Team: (left to right) Katie Dono‘ an, "Fa. or
Valarik, Hayden Browning, Daniel Morgan. Rachel Lee,
Tyler Scott, Tommy Hutchison. Candy H
HeartSong Green Team: (left to right) Danielle McDon
DJ Blatherwick, Zac James, Sam Sincock, Aubrey Wo
Tim Doenges, Caleb Ingram, Kurtis Woods.
os HeartSong Orange Team: (left to right) Jamie Roten, Emily
og Powell, Danis Sneed, Levi Crowley, Grayson Cato, Jaklynso
sow"ton Couser, Sam Cowden, Joe Price.
Taylor Valarik, Justin Spann, and Levi Crowley play around
during one of their breaks.
Lifeline Players: (left to Het) Daniel Nichols, Seth
Trautman, Joy Anna McBride, Justin Duff, Stephanie
Anderson.
MINISTRIES SECTION V
Master's Puppets: (left to right) Michelle Lynn Blackstone,
Tim Hubin, David Totilon, Ivy McClenahan, Heidi Benson,
Chase Baldwin.
It-
Fast to West: (left to right) Jonathan Walburg, Chloe I leckman.
Tim Lukasiewicz, Chris Voltz, Lydia Briggs, Jay Bowser, Zac Dixon.
Justin Duff and JoyAnna McBride really bring their roles in Lifeline to,
well, to life.
af*
Emily Powell plays the violin like the true artist that she is.
MUSICAL GROUPS
110111 1ft
Men's Glee Club
Jeff Hughes sounds his trombone at the Pris
Concert.
Jazz Band
Stacy Phillips helps lead in worship as OneVoice rejoices in
chapel. Concert Chorale
12
MINISTRIES SECTION VI
Orchestra member Samantha Grelen kno how to workihose strings.
Sporting their purple and black, Lena Molby and Rachael
Ilubin join in singing with Jubilate.
OneVoice joins with visiting choirs for an incredible moment of worship at the
first annual Gospel Fest.
Jessica Kolody and Stacey Russell entertain at the Prism of
Praise concert.
One Voice
121
MUSICAL GROUPS
Katy Russell leads the OneVoice ensemble as they join
in worship with the congreeation at First Presbyterian of
South Charleston.
Jubilate
Professor Charles Pagnard and the orchestra put on a stellar peribrniance
Women's Choir
122
MINISTRIES SECTION VII
The DMC recital hall is taken over by the melodious sounds of the Women's
Choir.
This performer adds to the beautiful sounds of the orchestra
with her cello.
What harmonies! Tliesç i*mbers of
music together.
MI Ai*
Chorale make beautiful
or%
Kyle Schick, Lindsey Richardson, Nora Chasnov, Lee Caterson, and Chucky Klint hold it down for the brass section as
the Jazz Band performs in Clifton.
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Erin Abbate Kelly Achenbach
Frederick Anderson
Grant Bacon
Geoffrey Barnes
Emily Ahrens
Nathan Anderson
2011
Hanna Ahrens Alexandra Ajamian Molly Allen
John Baden Julita Bailey
teven Bash
Emily Augenstein
Stephanie Baker
Dustin Beaman
Jennifer Balint Andrew Barfell
Faith Beauchemin Rebecca Belote
arah Berwager *** Jesse Bierer Dylan Black
Erin Blackburn Jonathan Blauert Stephanie Boice
Katie Brandt Lydia Briggs
Andrew Brown Erin Brown
Hanna Bowes
Corwin Briscoe
Josh Brown
Hannah Brady
Nevin Brooks
Kristin Buhr
Tacie Brammer
Alisha Brown
Megan Burkholder Aaron Burnett
Melinda Burnison Christopher Bush
Leah Casper
Jack Camprwil
Ft]
Sarah Castin
J.C. Carmichael
Josh Chasteen
Stephanie Carr Nathaniel Casement
Emily Chiu Michael Clouse
Matthew Compton Jillanne Conway Michael Cox Erin Crawford Jennifer Croft
2011
Erin Curby
plerJEINIINP001P0-
Sara Daransky Marie Darling Timothy Dearden Kyle Deboer Leah Dellicarpini
Jonathan Demers Alyssa Denen Emily DeRusha David Demeusy Stephen Devereaux
Thomas Devinney Jonathon Dias Nate Dolan Kristina Dorbritz Adam Downs Meredith Dreyer
-77---,411ison Dunlap Thomas Eachu Edmonds Sabrina Elgersma Johanna Ensslen Kara Enterline
Matthew Evans Julianne Everswick Andrew Ferrell Jonathan Fields
Rachel Finkbeiner Ruth Firmin
Vincent Fye
Katrina Gingerich
Nathaniel Flack
Chris Garlick
Daniel Goetz
Amy Flaming Kimberly Flynn Betty Frederick
Lynn Gass Tiffani Gaston
Rebekah Goodwin Rebekah Grafton
Tricia Gelwicks
Emily Graham Stephanie Grant
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Catherine Graves Timothy Green
Sarah Hartman
Megan Grigsby Crystal Groves Christiana Halvorson Jacob Harstel
Sarah Haynes Julianne Heady Abigail Hearle Chloe Heckman
Jessica Heflin Julianne Hegna Ashley Hellwig Christina Henry Laura Heuzey Jessica Hickling
Gregory Hicks Nicholas Hobbs Megan Hodges
2011
Erin Hoeflinger Rachel Hoffman
Evonne Hoogland Jenny Howell Eliane Hoy Kristina Hrabal
Heather Huffaker Jennifer Hull 1Kimberly Hutson
Kevin Jenson Daniel Jewel sa Johnson
Paul Ikeda
Hannah Jones
Cynthia Hoke
Audrey Huebert
Holly Israel Andrew Jantzen
Jesse Jones
Andrew Knesnik Sharon Kobinah
Krista Kroninger
Brian Latario
Mary Lewis
Caleb Kohl
Michelle Kushnir
Katie Laustsen
Bethanne Linden
Catherine Martin
Bryan McFarland Erin McGuire
Jessica Kolody
Sarah Kusky
Laura Kramer
Daniel La Croix
Katie Kremer
Luke LaBelle
Larissa Lear
Heidi Lockridge
Erin Leffel
Daniel Lyman
Gail Lehmann Lindsay Leppke
Katherine MacKenzie Peter Mage
Susanna Martin Alexandrea Mather Caleb Mays
Stephen McIver
Karen McCoskey
Alicia McMaster David McQuarry Jennifer Meade
William Miedema Christine Miller
2011
Corey Miller Emily Miller Hannah Miller
Stephanie Mills Trevor Moffitt Lena Molby
Alexander Moore Briana Morse David Moser
eth Nelson
Jennifer Monroe
Sharon Miller
Sara Moody
Andrew Moses Jonathan Moultroup Mitchell Muhlenkamp
Katherine Nelson Elyse Nemec Matthew Niemiec
Thomas O'Connor Erica O'Neal Justin Prandy
Jeffrey Oakley
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Daniel Ormsby
Charity Patrick
Arielle Ortiz
Jordan Peck
Julie Pickens
Joanna Pyles
Lisa Pollock
Joseph Osborn
Amanda Pender
Megan Paney Anna Patow
Brent Persun Erin Philyaw
Emily Powell Krista Price Leah Price Stephen Pupil°
Taylor Ralph
Ethan Rector
Matthew Rizzo Jessica Robb
Jessica Rarick Meagan Ray
Blake Reeder Morgan Reese
Lindsay Raybuck
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Ves Rieches
Tyler Rost Lea Roth
Kelley Rayder
Elizabeth Rigg
021
Jenna Rothhaar Carolyn Ruck
Kevin Ruhlman Stacey Russell Abigail Salaverria
Tanja Schneider
Ami Shetler
Andrew Smith
Katie Scott
2011
Amanda Satta
Christina Self
Danielle Sigmon Mary Slifka
Erika Smit than Smith
Michelle Savory Stacie Schmidt
Daniel Shaffer
Anna Sloan
Kelly Shaw
Steven Small
Rebecca Smith
Tyler Smidt
Amanda Snyder Catherine Stampfli
Kelsey Stauffer Daniel Stone Meredith Sumner Alanna Swett
Joanna Taylor Julie TerraII Seth Thomas James Thomas
Mark Toole Lauren Townsend Jannae Turley
Emily Valji Christopher Vaughn Rebekah Wallin
Katelyn Tilli
Kim Turner
Rachelle Walter
David
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Joshua Uhorchuk
Alyssa Walters Cammie Walters-Carlson
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Jernelle Ward Amanda Waring
Jennifer Webster
Jaimie Watkins Katherine Watson Cameron Weaver Amanda Weber
Karli Weed Megan Welborn Krista West Jeffery Whitcomb
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Cherish Wolf Kimberly Workman Jessica Wynalda JaneIle Yoder Lance Yoder Jennifer Yorgey
Mark Zellner David Ziegenfuss Crystal Zimmerman
""•..3 
Jordan Zimmerman Nathan Zion
4
-.Eli Alum
-
Elise Brauer and Lea Roth share an embrace after an
intense game.
Jon Dias preps himself for a good run during the
Seven Springs Ski Trip.
Alicia McMaster, Sarah Castin, Jennifer Webster, Kelsey Stauffer, Katie Brandt, and Amanda Waring show their
true colors during a dorm meeting.
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MEN'S SOCCER
Denison L0-1 (ot)
Westminster W 2-1 (2ot)
Grove City W2-0
Bryan W2-1
Mid-Continent T 1-1 (2ot)
Marian W 2-0
Geneva L 0-2
Shawnee State W 3-0
Wittenberg W 3-2
Notre Dame (Ohio) T 2-2 (2ot)
Roberts Wesleyan W 1-0
Houghton T 1-1 (2ot)
Rio Grande L 0-6
Point Park W 4-0
Daemen W 3-0
Malone W 3-2
Walsh L 2-3
Mount Vernon Nazarene L 0-3
Grace* W 1-0
Indiana Wesleyan* LO-1
* NCCAA M
Jon Blauert dribbles past Notre Dame during the intense Homecoming game
that became a favorite for both fans and players.
Joseph Mueller keeps his eyes on the ball as his opponent
rushes up behind him.
Nathan Wright sums up his experience on the soccer team: "I king on a soccer
team with brothers in Christ with a common goal of bringing Christ glory has
been one of the best experiences of my life. I have loved being on this team."
I.
"Anrk).
19 N.
Matt Niemiec pushes past Denison to overtake the ball while being pursued by
other Denison players.
The first to the ball, Jon Blauert looks for his options in an attempt to charge
past his opponents.
Kevin Bender makes a valiant reach for the ball to
defend the CU goal.
Members of the Cedarville University men's soccer team: (Front row left-to-right) Ryan Thurman, Stephen Magee, Tyler Waltz,
Tony Franco, Jonathan Blauert, Nathan Wright. (second row) Ryan Chaney, Ryan Connelly, Jason Bender, Zakariah Ziegler, Andrew
lartman, Tim Green, Luke Griffith, David Kemmenoe. (third row) Associate Athletic Trainer Lisa Martin, Student Athletic Trainer
Jeremiah -Fraser, Steve Ellis, Kevin Bender, Matt Niemiec, Joseph Mueller, Assistant Coach Ken Winter, I lead Coach Ben Belleman.
(back row) Jordan Clark, Jason Cunningham, Stephen Schindler, Eric Newman, Michael Johnson, James Twinem, Assistant Coach
Dr. Kevin Roper.
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Torrie Pepper races to the stopped ball. She makes it seem effortless
corn sated to the concentration of her opponent.
Taylor W 1-0 — -
Marian L0-1 -
Wilmington L 1-2
Indiana Wesleyan L 0-
Campbellsville W 41 
Daemen W 2-0
Shawnee State W 4-
Malone
Notre Dame (Ohio) L 1
Roberts Wesleyan
Houghton
Ohio Dominican
Point Park
Carlow
Ursuline
Walsh
Mount Vernon Nazare
Becky Burton ducks under a head ball and waits for her chance to make a move
past Daemen.
Bethany Wailes runs down the ball, ready to snatch away possesion.
Covered in mud, Megan Spring looks for
an opening to drive past the opponents.
• , ,
sh.•
Morgan Ziegler advances on her opponent, attempting to Lacie Condon hammers the ball past the opposing team who wait to
distract her and steal the ball. see where it will land.
21
Members of the Cedarville [Ali\ ersit.‘„ \\ omen's soccer team: [runt row lert-to-right) Allyson Castle, I on Landers, Lindsay
Raybuck, Kelly Wise, Torrie Pepper, Lacie Condon. (second row) Arianna Pepper, Morgan Ziegler, Rachel Brownfield, I3ethany
Wailes, Becky Burton, Jaimie Watkins, Jill Carroll. (third row) Assistant Coach Katelyn Reuther, Sarah Brownfield, Alison Scharold,
Dresden Matson, Alysia Bennett, Brianne Barnes, Anna Schmid, Jill Davis, Megan Spring, Assistant Athletic Trainer Leyna Hebert.
(fourth row) Assistant Coach Krista Mattern, Amanda Bunton, Rachel Brown, Courtney Brown, Kelsey Watkins, Erica Danner,
Nicole Strehle, Student Athletic Trainer Justin Seligman, head Coach John McGilli \ ray.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
The Lady Jackets huddle up to work on their strategy. I milie Lynch sets the ball for her teammates to send over the net.
Indiana-Southeast L 1-3
Huntington W 3-1
Indiana-East L 0-3
Grace W3-1
Taylor L0-3
Olivet Nazarene L 0-3
Indiana Tech L 0-3
Illinois Tech L 2-3
Bethel (Ind.) W 3-2
Wittenberg L 1-3
Indiana-East W 3-1
Saint Xavier L 0-3
Saint Francis (Ind.) W 3
Indiana-Southeast L 2-3
Capital L 1-3
Notre Dame (Ohio) L 0-3
Cincinnati Christian W 3-2
Urbana L 1-3
Indiana Wesleyan L 2-3
Saint Francis (Ind.) L 0-3
Indiana Tech L 0-3
Campbellsville L 0-3
Shawnee State L 0-3
Point Park W 3-2
Daemen W 3-1
Ohio Dominican L 2-3
Ursuline W 3-1
Mount Vernon Nazarene L 1-3
Roberts Wesleyan W 3-1
Houghton W 3-1
Walsh W3-1
Malone L 1-3
Carlow W3-0
Northwe
e Lady Jackets keep the ball on their opponents side of the net.
—
- Look at that form! The ladies are ready for the to come hurtling over the net.
..1,111,40•1111111MIllemigr
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Justine Christiaanse uses her reach to smash the ball back to the other team.
The Lady Jackets celebrate a fantastic volley. A good bump keeps the volley going.
Members of the Cedarville University w omen's olleyball team: (Front row left-to-right) Kara Yutzy, Casey I I inzman. Katherine
MacKenzie, Emilie Lynch. (middle row) Head Coach Doug Walters, Heather Kirkpatrick, Liz Sweeney, Emily Shade, Erica
Bartholomew, Assistant Coach Bobbie Jones. (back row) Sarah I lart man, Lauren Gill, Kylee Husak, Justine Christiaanse, Nikki
' Siefert.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
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The Cedarville guys keep up their pace at the head of the pack.
Joseph Cathey moves along with great form.
Queen City Invitational
19th Annual Friendship Invitational
All-Ohio Intercollegiate
DePauw/Rose-Hulman Invitational
Aquinas Invitational
American Mideast Conference
NCCAA Championship
NAIA Championship
The Cedarville Jackets know how to pace themselves.
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Look at all that Yellow! The Jackets take over the mass of runners.
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They look tired, but they just keep going! It's loney at the top, or well, front.
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Members of the Cedarville University men's cross country team: (Kneeling left-to-right) Joseph Cathey, Chris Vaughn, Jordan
Davies, Scott Gardner, Josiah Bragg. (middle row) Assistant Coach Steve Powers, T.J. Badertscher, Josh Wiseman, Evan Thayer,
Zach Klink, Head Coach Paul Orchard. (back row) Joey Schmitt, Hollis Troxel, Rob Trennepohl, Alex Moore, Ethan Blagg.
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
;;;:g EJ_E;0_,A Vi troi A,.,.1 N./E
Lydia Wong and her fellow Jacket keep the pace. Nothing beats the feeling of crossing that finish line.
-L7 '
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These Lady Jackets stay togethers: as they make their way across the country
area of Cedarville.
Those ladies have to be excited to see that sign!
Shawnee State Invitational
19th Annual Friendship lnvitationa
All-Ohio Intercollegiate
DePauw/Rose-Flulman Invitation
Aquinas Invitational
American Mideast Conference 2nd
NCCAA Championship
NA1A Championship
Neola Putnam doesn't give up as she makes her way through the meet.
Lydia Wong ‘‘orks for her position
in the meet.
I he Yellow Jacket ladies pull ahead of the pack! The ladies push themselves to their best.
Members oldie Cedar\ ille University women's cross country team: (Seated from left-to-right) Meghan Terrell, Tabby Moore,
Carolyn Case, Neola Putnam, Katie Gillespie. (kneeling) Sarah Stevens, Hannah Lamos, Abby Wong, Krista Johnson, Amanda
Tingley, Jennifer Hollander. (standing) Student Manager Hannah Rodriguez, Assistant Coach Kris Williams, Rachel Wong, Carolyn
Cann, Lydia Wong, Assistant Coach Joyce King, Head Coach Elvin King. A91
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Gotta love themed basketball games. We're not entirely sure what this was all
about.., but we like it!
Woo hoo for new mascots! Abbey Petersen, Alison
Kearney, and Linnea Young show their support.
• 
t . Mom. •
After an.intense game, the Cedar-crowd bombards the floor to congratulate the
team.
I lannah Dreisbach, Christina Costilow, and Amanda Allen flash smiles
almost as bright as their gold tees at the Gold Rush game.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
34
Ricardo Alliman goes up for the ball against the opponent. Austin Foote sends a shot towards the basket.
Cumberlands (Ky.) L 85-90
Rio Grande W 157-91
Saint Xavier L 83-86
Trinity Christian W 98-76
Rio Grande W 96-72
Trevecca Nazarene W 78-73
Ohio Dominican W 69-60
Walsh North L 76-88
Malone W 64-62
Huntington W 66-60
Taylor W 75-69
Bethel (Ind.) L 76-66
Windsor (Ont.) L 82-89
Urbana W 97-75
Ohio Dominican L 62-65
Daemen W 86-74
Houghton L 76-78
Mount Vernon Nazarene W 75-56
Roberts Wesleyan W 74-70
Walsh W 73-72
Northwestern Ohio W 77-66
Point Park W 84-67
Wilberforce W 77-60
Urbana L71-88
Notre Dame (Ohio) W 92-81
Shawnee State W 80-57
Mount Vernon Nazarene W 92-79
Northwestern Ohio W 71-54
Wilberforce W 97-63
Shawnee State W 74-60
Malone* W 81-58
Daemen* W 80-78
Notre Dame (Ohio)* W 74-73
Warner Pacific** W 86-77 (ot)
Bellevue** L 69-70
1j
* American Mideast Conference Tournament
** NAIA Division II National Tournament
,
- -
ids ,
Ricardo Alliman slams the ball into the basket.
Ricardo Alliman sends the ball towards the basket despite the three opponents
trying to stop him.
Matt Hamer finds an opening
to shoot the hall.
Derrick Hannon puts up the ball for the team.
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The Cedarville fans blue-out the stands!
Members of the Cedars ilie Unk ersity men's basketball team: (seated left-to-right) Micah PI-al/grill, Kenny Reep, Brandon Sok,
Ricardo Alliman, Christopher Walker, Mike Mapple, Brian Hecker. (middle row) Student Athletic Trainer Sam Wichael, Student
Assistant Taylor Brock, Head Athletic Trainer Chris Cross, Assistant Coach Andy Allgrim, Assistant Coach Jason Beschta, Head
Coach Pat Estepp, Assistant Coach Terry Futrell, Student Assistant Brian Aviles, Student Assistant Matt Morrison, Manager Daniel
Bolender. (back row) Derrick Hannon, Austin Foote, Chris Beals, Adam Riehle, Matt Hamer, Daniel Kohavi, Haddon Anderson,
Daniel 11 ickman.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
e Lady Jackets wor
•
Even with three guards, these two Jackets get the
a one
Indiana Wesleyan
Taylor
Grace
Urbana
Wittenberg
Walsh
Wilberforce
Malone
Saint Francis (Ind.)
Urbana
Madonna
Northwood
Point Park
Ursuline
Carlow
Daemen
Houghton
Mount Vernon Nazarene
Roberts Wesleyan
Walsh
Northwestern Ohio
Point Park
Wilberforce
Notre Dame (Ohio)
Shawnee State
Mount Vernon Nazarene
Northwestern Ohio
Ursuline
Shawnee State
Daemen*
Taylor**
Briar Cliff**
-5i
L 78-82 (ot)
W73-61
W 80-69
W70-57
W 75-63
L 76-79 (ot)
W93-71
W92-56
W 79-76
L61-76
W81-61
W67-59
W 83-64
W94-52
W 79-47
W 88-70
W 64-63
W69-58
W 76-64
W 83-56
W 84-74
W 51-47
W97-69
W88-66
W 82-71
W78-55
W 85-70
W85-57
L54-76
L 79-81
W75-50
L 62-81
.—
' Aubrey Siemon stays focused for her free throw.
* American Mideast Conference Tournament
** NAIA Division II National Tournament
Alison Lemon protects the ball from her opponent.
AT
These ladies are tierce! But our Lady
Jackets keep control of the ball.
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This Lady Jacket sends the ball sailing over the heads of her opponents. Aubrey Siemon protects her teammate as she
moves the ball down the court.
Members of the Cedarville University women's basketball team: (seated left-to-right) Rachel Hurley, Lydia Miller, Lacie Condon,
Alison Lemon, Julie Utz, Kara Cayton. (middle row) Student Assistant Becca Roberts, Amber Hayslip, Danielle Spiliotis, Jenna
Smith, Aubrey Siemon, Caitlyn Brooks, Assistant Coach Stacie Travis. (back row) Student Athletic Trainer Jeremiah Fraser, Associ-
ate Athletic Trainer Lisa Martin, Assistant Coach Dan Schetter, Head Coach Kirk Martin, Assistant Coach Lori Huckaby, Team
Chaplain Teresa Clark.
CHEERLEADING
The cheerleaders don't always wear skirts and sweat suits!
They like to look fancy and snazzy as well.
That looks... complicated. And potentially painful. But the CU cheer team
knows what they're doing and make it look effortless.
Ready to bring cheer everywhere, the cheer team take to the homecoming parade.
That is impressive! The cheerleaders really know how to create some crazy formations. - Tricia McGuire, Chara Goodrich, Brittany Muschott work on
their smiles before a basketball game
Members of the Cedarville UNiversity
cheerleading squad: (Front row, len to
Right) Faith Hamm, Christina Crutchfield,
Tricia Maguire, Stephanie Strejc, Sarah
Ami. (Second Row) Brittany Muschott,
Lauren Clark, Jane Covel, Sarah Morgan,
Lauren Young, Kasandra Chambers. (Third
Row) Samantha Phillis, Katie Hunt, Caitlyn
Stapleton, Tasha Belford, Abby Morris, Jes-
sica Presley, Rachel Judd, Chara Goodrich.
(Fourth Row) Zachary Lorenzini, Alex
Sellman, Jordan Peterson, Nate Briggs,
Matt Fawcett, Rob Anfang, Austin Fisher,
Bill Simpson.
Jai
GOLF
Ohio DominicanJOtterbein Classic
Lindenwood Invitational
Yellow Jacket Fall Invitational
NCCAA Championship
Shawnee State Invitational
Southeastern Kentucky Invitational
Mount Vernon Nazarene Classic
Taylor Invitational
29th Annual Cedarville Invitational
AMC Championship
tie 3rd of 15
17th of 20
1st of 6
7th of 18
1st of 7
10th of 19
2nd of 5
6th of 8
2nd of 8
2nd of 10
Trent Roach carefully taps his putt into the hole.
1 I
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Matt Krogstad keeps his eye on the ball as he sends it tokkards the green.
-""mm...1111.111.111.1111.1
Dan Atkeson holds his form as he swings through his drive. No caddies for these boys! They get their excercise in carrying
their own bags.
I i
Members ok the Cedar\ illc Lrin crsity mci12()Il team: ( kneeling left-to-right) Item Roach, Ben Mounts, Matt Krogstad,
Nick Bigler. (standing l-r) Matt Yeiter, Chris Bennington, Brigham Michaud, Dan Atkeson, and head coach Ryan Bowen.
MEN'S TRACK
Look at that determination! That stamina! That drive to win! The Cedarville guys sprint ahead!
Cedarville Collegiate Invitational
Marietta Open
Findlay Open
Findlay Division II Challenge
Indiana Wesleyan Invitational
NCCAA Indoor Championship
NAIA Indoor Championship
Emory Invitational
Cedarville Collegiate Open
Cincinnati Invitational
Tennessee Relays
Miami Invitational
American Mideast Conference
RedHawk Invitational
NCCAA Outdoor Championship
Louisville Classic
NAIA Outdoor Championship
1st of 8
1st of 5
Non-Scoring
12th of 20
Non-Scoring
2nd of 13
tie 11th of 101
3rd of 13
2nd of 15
7th of 16
Non-Scoring
11th of 15
2nd of 6
3rd of 4
3rd of 16
Non-Scoring
17th of 125
must take some precise control to make it over that bar without knocking it
Our Yellow Jacket hurdles past the competition.
CEDARV E UNIVERSITY
Chris Vaughn pushes himself along for the meet. I would not want to get in front of these guys!
Members or the Cedarville University men's track & field team: (front row lell-to-right) Tyson Wells, Mark Farris, Scott Gardner,
Chris Vaughn, Stephen Port, Josh Wiseman, Joel Pfahler, Paul Page, Neil Klinger, J.R. Ambler. (second row) Assistant Athletic
Trainer Leyna Hebert, Josiah Bragg, Greg Hannay, Joe Cathey, Jordan Molstre, Marcus Benjamin, Brandon Tress, Michael Beight,
Sammy Starr, Jordan Davies, T.J. Badertscher, Sam LeMaster, Assistant Coach Paul Orchard. (third row) Head Coach JetiBolender,
Eli Husfelt, Brad Eiras, Caleb Bucher, Aaron Lane, Josh Lusk, Paul Ikeda, Alex Moore, Ethan Blagg, Zachary Klink, Luke Clore,
Miguel Ilerrerra. Assistant Coach Neil Ilenning.
TRACK
114 000.
r11.
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This Lady Jacet pulls ahead of her competition. You can do it! Our Jackets never quit.
Cedarville Collegiate Invitational 2nd of 9
Marietta Open 1st of 6
Findlay Open Non-Scoring
Findlay Division 1.1 Challenge 10th of 19
Indiana Wesleyan InvitationalNon-Scoring
NCCAA Indoor Championship 4th of 14
NAIA Indoor Championship 13th of 95
Emory Invitational 1st of 12
Cedarville Collegiate Open 1st of 12
Cincinnati Invitational 8th of 15
Tennessee Relays Non-Scoring
Miami Invitational 9th of 15
American Mideast Conference 2nd of 7
RedHawk Invitational 3rd of 3
NCCAA Outdoor Championship 5th of 16
Louisville Classic Non-Scoring
NAIA Outdoor Championship tie 37th of 116
lithe and agile, she leaps those hurdles as easily as most students
jump a puddle.
ATHLETICS SECTION XII
The Lady Jackets stay ahead of the competition during this meet!
"IL ilate 11b. Agl
Three to one and Cedarville is still in the lead. She's giving all she's got to make the
best jump possible!
Members of the Cedarville Uni \ crit y \\ omen's track & field team: (front row left-to-right) Katie Gillespie, Tabby Moore, Jenniler I ml-
lander, Sarah Stevens, Neola Putnam, Tara Leaman, Laura Kirby, Rachel Meister, Carolyn Case, Abby Nearhood, Meagan Cams, Vivian
Wu, An?ancla Tingley. (second row) Assistant Athletic Trainer Leyna Hebert, Abby Wong, Krista Johnson, Kendra Johnson, Rachel Wong,
Meghan Terrell, Katie Lanphier, Sara Moody, Lea Roth, Katie I lurst, Kelie Lee, Michelle Mead, Johanna Ensslen, Assistant Coach Paul
Orchard. (third row) Head Coach Jeff Bolender, Emily DeRusha, I lannah Lamos, Lydia Wong, Grace Santos, Sarah Hannay, Joy Santos,
Chelsea Gruet, Courtnie Merritt, Alexa Winik, Kelsey Watkins, Carolyn Cann, Jessica Sipe, Jessica Smith, Assistant Coach Neil Ilennim,.
MEN'S TENNIS
Kyle DeBoer reaches low to make sure he snags that ball.
Taylor L3-6
Wittenberg W 6-3
Aquinas L 0-9
Erskine L 1-8
Oglethorpe L 3-6
Covenant L 3-6
Lee L 1-8
Otterbein W 6-3
Cumberlands (Ky.) L 4-5
Centre L 3-6
Tiffin W 5-4
Charleston L 2-7
Indiana Wesleyan L 2-7
Notre Dame (Ohio) W 8-1
Findlay L 1-8
Northwestern Ohio L 2-7
Walsh North L 0-9
Roberts Wesleyan L 3-6
Malone L 3-6
Ohio Dominican L 2-7
Huntington W 6-3
That is quite the reach!
Aaron Nielai cc smashes the ball back to his opponent.
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Dan Adriansen reaches up to snatch that ball right out of the air. Snoppy: unofficial team mascot.
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Members of the Cedarville University men's tennis team: (kneeling from la-to-right) )an Adriansen, Aaron Niemiec, Bobby
..berhard, and Caleb Speicher. (standing l-r) Head Coach Alan Edlund, Quinton Paul, Kyle DeBoer, Kyle Kirby, Mike Clark, and
tach Rost.
WOMEN'S TENNIS
••••110.111111011•111•11.1114.111111111•M•
Carissa Fannerlee has quite the reach with that racket! Brooke Johnson waits for the ball to come towards her.
Tiffin W 6-3
Georgetown L 2-7
Wittenberg W 7-2
Ohio Wesleyan W 9-0
Alma L 4-5
Hanover W 9-0
Southeastern W 6-3
Findlay W 5-4
Carlow W 9-0
Ursuline W 8-1
Indiana Wesleyan L 0-9
Malone W 8-1
Wilmington W 6-3
Roberts Wesleyan W 5-4
Shawnee State W 9-0
Walsh North L 1-7
Asbury W 9-0
Northwestern Ohio W 5-4
Ohio Dominican L 0-9
Huntington W 9-0
Walsh North* L 1-8
Olivet Nazarene** L 0-5
Palm Beach Atlantic** L 1-5
North Greenville** L 2-5
* American Mideast Conference Tournament
** NCCAA National Tournament
Lauren Williams gets ready to send the hall Hying back to other side.
I.auren Williams and Rachel Arthur are number one!
1.111,E1'ICS SECHON IXV
The Lady Jackets stand ready for the ball!
N
Carissa Parmerlee congratulates Georgiann McClure on a game well-played. .1 O\ Kellogg serves the Nall I her opponent.
niversity women's tennis team: (kneeling left-to-right) Melissa Stoltzfus, Jesika Rupena, Cindy Hoke,
Joy Kellogg, Hannah Fleming, Brooke Johnson. (standing left-to-right) Team Chaplain Becky Kuhn, Carissa Parmerlee, Kristina
Hrabal, Rachel Arthur, Lauren Williams, Georgiann McClure, Associate Head Coach Dr. Pam Johnson, Head Coach Dr. Dee Morris.
BASEBALLj
1.111()%\
Clearwater Christian
Capital
Capital
John Carroll
Ave Maria
Clearwater Christian
Miami-Hamilton
Walsh
Ohio Christian
Indianapolis
Notre Dame (Ohio)
Cincinnati-Clermont
Urbana
Ohio Northern
Malone
Ohio Christian
Wittenberg
Wilmington
Shawnee State
Bluffton
Point Park
Mount Vernon Nazarene
Davenport
Indiana Wesleyan*
Grace*
Indiana Wesleyan*
Spring Arbor*
L3-4, L 1-7
W 4-0, W 6-0
W 10-6, L 11-1
W 10-9, W 8-5
W 14-9
W 15-4
W 4-3
W 3-2, L 2-4, W 9-0, W 11-10
W 19-0, W 4-1
W12-6
L 0-1, L 0-3, L 5-6, W 6-1
W 6-0
L 8-12, W 12-6, W 9-4
L 8-7 (10)
L 1-2(9), L 1-4, L 1-6, W 5-3
W 11-3
W 6-4
L3-5
L 2-4, L 6-7, L 3-14, W 6-4
L3-l3
L 6-9, L 6-10, L 0-10, L 6-7
L2-5, L 10-11, L6-7, L2-15
W 13-2, W 7-6, W 5-2
L 4-9
W3-2
W 9-5
W6-5, L4-5
The guys congratulate each other for a job well-done.
* NCCAA Midwest Regional
Kyler Ludlow watches as Rob Wasem inds up or the pitch.
11 ILE'I'ICS sEcTioN XV
The team huddles up to hear the coach's strategy.
He's ready for the ball! You can tell that hit is going to go far.
Members or the Cedarville Ilni‘ersity: ( Cront rt lell-to-right) Rob Wasem, Luke Freshwater, Colby Stoltzfus, Clint Price, Da \ id
Convertini, Matthew Willett, Brandon Young, (second row) T.J. Taylor, Jordan Chapman, Kyler Ludlow, Tyler Rost, Nate Wilson,
Bryan EarWood, Kyler King, Andrew York. (third row) Assistant Coach Kiel Boynton, Assistant Coach Rill Thompson, Aaron
Miller, Chris Ward, Sam Rowe, Derek Graham, Erin Abbate, Erik Sanders, Nathan Deakin, Associate Athletic Trainer Bob Duchardt.
(back row) Head Coach Mike Manes, Alex Beelen, Rob Nesteroff, Dan Petke, Nate Davenport, Logan Kasabian, Ben Basford, Paul
lembekides, Assistant Coach Jordan Shuntaker.
SOFTBALL
Missy Murphy throws a pitch in signiture softball style. Emily Young sends the ball back to score an out.
Thiel W8-0
Concordia (Mich.) L 0-1
Lake Superior State W 6-5
Alma L6-14
Michigan-Dearborn L 3-6, L 3-11
Johnson & Wales (R.I.) W 3-2
Augustana (111.) L 1-9
Saint Anse1m L 0-5
Marywood W 8-5
Webber International L 2-7, L 0-5
Grand Valley State L 2-15
Indiana Wesleyan L 2-6, L 0-10
Marian W 3-1, L 5-7
Siena Heights W 6-3, L 5-9
Concordia (Mich.) W 7-6, W 6-2
Shawnee State L 0-3, W 11-9
Ohio Dominican L4-l1, LO-l0
Walsh W 1-0, L 4-6
Mount Vernon Nazarene L 0-2, L 1-10
Urbana W 4-2, L 5-6
Ursuline L 0-5, W 9-8
Rochester (Mich.) W 7-4, W 7-1
Spalding W 4-3 (9), W 9-1
Carlow W 4-3, W 8-0
Malone L 3-6, W 6-5
Rio Grande L 1-5, W 7-5
Notre Dame (Ohio) L 2-8, L 0-9
Spring Arbor* L 0-2
Spring Arbor* W 3-1
Indiana Wesleyan* L 6-7
Point Park L 1-6, L0-6
* NCCAA Midwest Regional
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That hit has some power behind it!
The Lady Jackets took happy after the game.
Emily Young winds up to send that ball outta here!
Missy Murphy and Jenna Fox take a moment to talk with the coach. And she is... saaafe!
Menthe's oC the C edm L ni‘ersit softball team: (front am left-to-right) Deanne I leflernan, Kendra Kassome, Jenna Fox. Paige
Stewart, Kenleigh Ludlow. (middle row) Ariella Ortiz, Jillian French, Meghan Creech, Missy Murphy, Michelle McQueen, Christina
Zorn. (back row) Head Assistant Coach Dave Stewart, Assistant Coach Aubree Munson, Head Coach Wes Rowe, Lexi Mitchell,
Emily Young, Kayla Thomsberry, Brittany Lawhom, Associate Athletic Trainer Lisa Martin, Team Chaplain Kathy Freese, Student
Athletic Trainer Jeremiah Fraser.
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MARY C. ABRAHAM
Chemistry, Piano
KRISTIN R. ADKINS
Nursing
ALEXIS J. AFFLECK
Management
•
MICHAEL A. AHO
English
JENNIFER A.ALFIERI
Psychology
RICARDO 0. ALLIMAN
Information Systems
BRADLEY H. ANDERSON LAURA K. ANFANG
Worship Early Childhood Education
SARAH B. ALLISON
Accounting
JEFFREY D. ANTIOHO
Biology
ANNE M. ALEXANDER
Psychology
ERIC G. ANDERSEN
Exercise Science
RACHEL L. ARTHUR
Youth Ministries and
Christian Education
DANIEL M. ATKESON
Business Management
NANNETTE S. AYERS
Nursing
DEVIN A. BABCOCK
History, Political Science
ELIZABETH G. BAKER
Social Work
CHASE A. BALDWIN
Business Accounting
JARED S. BANZ
Organizational
Communication
SCOTT R. BARDAKJY
Mechanical Engineering
1111101MINMEN1 111.11
ELIZABETH J.BARKAS
Marketing
BRIANNE M. BARNES
Electronic Media
DIANA K.BASFORD
Multi-Age Special
Education
LEANNA J. BAUMER
History, Political Science
ESTHER R. BARRON
Graphic Design
BENJAMIN B. BEALL
Mechanical Engineering
MICHAEL J. BEIGHT
Sport Management
ANASTACIA A. BELDEN
Psychology
NATHAN A. BELL
.r
_
JOSHUA M. BENSON
„
,
RACHEL V. BELTRAN DEL RIO SARAH E. BENSON ROBERT H. BENTLEY
Comprehensive Bible Nursing Business Finance Social Work Comprehensive Bible
STACEY M. BERNARD
International Studies-
Missiology
BENJAMIN K. BERTSCHE JOHN C. BERTSCHE ANDREW J. BIEHL JENNE R. BGG
Biology Business Marketing Mechanical Engineering Nursing
ANNEMARIE D. BILLMAN SARA R.BLACKLIDGE VALERIE J. BLACKSTON
Finance Youth Ministries and Early Childhood Education
KATIE A. BLISS
Comprehensive
Communication
BRIAN K. BLOCHER
Mechanical Engineering
2010
ROBERT D. BOGAN GABRIELLE M.BOWARD RACHEL L. BOWERS
Electronic Media Electronic Media
JULIE L. BRANDT
Athletic Training
PETER J. BRANDT
Organizational
Communication
SARAH E. BRANDT JESSICA K. BRAZALOVICH
Youth Ministries and Technical and Professional
Christian Education Communication
Finance
I IL
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SARAH M. BRESSON
Social Work
te%)
BETHANY E. BREWER
Graphic Design
DAVID P. BRITTIN KEVIN L. BROCKMEYER
Business Management and Sociology
arketing
KAITLIN A. BREWER
English
NATALIE J. BROOKS
Organizational
Communication
NICOLE C. BREWIN
Biology
BENJAMIN BROWN
Sports and Exercise
Studies
JOHN J.BRIGHT
Athletic Training
BRANDON A. BROWN
Computer Engineering
'1/21 
JESSICA K. BROWN ANDREW N. BUCHHEIT BRIDGET M. BUENZ
Nursing Mechanical Engineering Nursing
EMILY A. BURRIS
English
MORGAN L. CALLAHAN
Organizational
Communication
JUSTIN F. BUSENITZ
English, Philosophy
ALEX K. CARLSON
Youth Ministries and
Christian Education
KAYLA R. BUTZ
Criminal Justice
ALBERTO J.CARRION
RODRIGUEZ
Social Work
WHITNEY L. BURCH
English
MEGAN R. CAFFERTY
Electronic Media
ERIC L. CARROLL
Youth Ministry
DAVID E. CALDERHEAD
Biology
TIMOTHY S. CARTER
Theatre
ALLYSON G. CASTLE
Exercise Science
HANNAH S. CATHERS
Molecular and Cellular
Biology
CATHERINE M. CAUDLE
Integrated Language Arts
Education
MARY CERVI
Nursing
BETHANY L. CHAMBERLAIN
Nursing
KYLE L. CHAMBERLIN KATHERINE L. CHANDLER RYAN D.CHANEY
Criminal Justice Nursing Pastoral Studies
2010
NORA L. CHASNOV
Nursing
NATHAN D. CHESTER ANDREW R. CHESTERMAN JUSTINE J. CHRISTIAANSE ANGELA M. CHRISTIAN
Marketing Youth Ministries and Pre-Med Biology International Studies
Christian Education
LAUREN K. CIARRONE
Nursing
FLAVIU E. CIUCIU
Computer Science
STEPHANIE R. CLEEK
Psychology
MEGAN C. CLINE
International Studies-
Missiology
ADAM D. CLOUSE
Finance and Business
Management
ANDREW C. CODY SAMANTHA R. COFFILL
Graphic Design Social Work
BRADLEY S. COLAS
Criminal Justice
KRISTIN J. COLMAN
Biology
LUKE A. COMERS
Youth Ministries and
ristia Education
TRISHA C. COMERS
Nursing
LACIE J. CONDON
Physical Education
FELICIA D. COOK
Sociology
JAZMINE P. COOK
Theatre
KAITLYN I. COOK
Nursing
imping
LISA S.COOK
Nursing
MATTHEW D. CRISSMAN JESSICA N. CRUZ
Mechanical Engineering Graphic Design
JOHN M. COOPER
Political Science
JENNA R. CULVER
Criminal Justice
MARA J. CORDIAL
International Studies-
Missiology
LISBETH W. CUMMINGS EVELYN C. CUNLIFFE
Music Nursing
TIMOTHY J. DAMMER
Electronic Media
ASHLEY C. DAVIS
Spanish
ASHLEY N. DASUOI
Nursing
STEPHANIE M. DAVENPORT PRISCILLA G. DAVID
Early Childhood Education Electronic Media
COURTNEY E. DAVIS
International Studies-
Missiology
JEWELL E. DAVIS
Criminal Justice
JENNIFER L. DEGROFT TRICIA R. DEKORNE
Nursing Business Marketing
MADISON M. DENISON
Biology Pre-Vet
DIANA M. DEAKIN
Early Childhood
Education
ELIZABETH M. DAVIDSON
Middle Childhood Education
CAROLYN J. DEEM R
Spanish, Music
2010
KIMBERLY A. DESENO KATHERINE M. DEVAULT
Elementary Education Nursing
JENNA N. DEVELBISS BARBARA J. DICKHONER
Early Childhood Early Childhood Education
Education
TIMOTHY D. DOENGES
Nursing
KELLY A. DONOHUE
Nursing
SAMUEL D. DRINKERT
Accounting, Finance
YEKATERINA P. DIDIK
Early Childhood
Education
RACHEL A. DUARTE
Graphic Design
JUSTIN H. DUFF MONICA N. DUFFELL NICHOLAS S. DUNCAN JOHANNAH M. DUNHAM
Psychology Accounting, Spanish Mechanical Engineering Early Childhood Education
Special Education
SARAH B. EARLY
Accounting
DORIANNE J. EAVES MEREDITH A EDWARDS SARAH D. EGENREIDER STEPHEN M. EGGLESTON
Sport Management Nursing Nursing Multi-Age Physical
Education and Health
JACOB D.ELDRIDGE
Environmental Science
AMBER M. ELLETT
Biology
SEAN A. EWING
Pre-Seminary
JOSHUA K. FILLER
Accounting
HANNAH M. ENDRES
Music Education
DEA A. FALLIN
Nursing
AMY C. ERNBERGER
Psychology
JAMES K. FALLIN
Biology
MOLLY P. FILLION
Biology
HEATHER D. FLIPPIN
Psychology
ELIZABETH K. FLOW
Mechanical Engineering
SUSAN K. FISHER
Early Childhood
Education
BENJAMIN ESPINOZA
Comprehensive Bible
TIMOTHY J. FEHL EVAN W. FELMET
Youth Ministry and Music Education
Christian Education, Worship
JUSTIN A. FLATT
Applied Psychology
MARTHA C. FLOW
Nursing
JILL C. FORSBEFRG
Spanish Education
TANYA L. FREDERICK KELSEY L. FREED
Early Childhood Education, Social Work
Education
HANNAH E. FLETCHER
Theatre
JENNA M. FOX
Int ted Social Studies
or•a\
I
ANDREW C. FROHMBERG
Middle Childhood Education
BRENT D. FUGATE
Music Education
2010
ANNA D. FUTORAN
Middle Childhood
Education
AMY C. GARNER
Nursing
HANNAH W. GARNER
Youth Ministry
CLARA L. GEBERT CHRISTOPHER L. GEHMAN
International Studies Pre-Seminary
PHILLIP M. GARBER
International Studies-
Missiology
ROSS A. GARRETT
Youth Ministries and
Christian Education
TRICIA D. GEORGE
Marketing
ARTHUR B. GARLOW
Finance
SARAH GARRISON
Nursing
LEAH M. GIBSON RACHEL E. GILIN
Nursing Early Childhood Education,
Special Education
VALERIE J. GINGRICH
Mathematics
BETHANY R. GODWIN
Early Childhood
Education
ERICA G.GOECK
Nursing
AMY J. GOLDMAN
International Studies-
Missiology
ERIKA L. GOOD ROW
Spanish, Spanish
Education
JONATHAN D. GORRELL EMILIE GOUCH
Criminal Justice Accounting
CHRIS GRAFF
Business Management
AMANDA L. GRAVES
Finance
go
LISA E. GRAY
Nursing
71
STUART J. GREEN
Pre-Seminary
LEAH-RUTH E. GREENBERG REBECCA M. GREGG
Nursing Applied Psychology
LUKE GRIFFITH
History
ASHLEY N. GROCE
Social Work
KURT D.GROMAN
Mechanical Engineering
LYNDSEY GVORA
Integrated Language
Arts Education
JOHN T. HAGEN
Computer Engineering
REGINA A. HAGER
Graphic Design
„
MICHAEL J. HALL
.
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RYAN M. HALES STEPHEN W. HALWES EMILY J.HANEY I. ELIZABETH A. HANNA
Church Music International Studies-
Social Science
Computer Science Organizational
Communication
Early Childhood
E ucation
ZACHARY J. HANNA
Mechanical Engineering
SONYA M. HARRIS KATELYN J. HARRISON
Early Childhood Social Work
At
- 2010
RYAN W. HARRISON CHELSEA M. HARTWIG KORTNI A. HASSELBACH
Criminal Justice Allied Health Nursing
CRISTINA E. HATCH
Mathematics
JOSEPH A. HATCH
Accounting
REBECCA K. HATTENFIELD
Psychology
CHELSEY K. HAUSER
Organizational
Communication
REBECCA J. HAWKINS
Nursing
J. LUCKY HAYNES
Comprehensive Bible
.
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DAVID E. HAZEN JESSE E. HENSARLING IV
Global Economics, Comprehensive Bible
International Business
KYLE J. HESS JACLYN K. HILDERBRAND
International Studies- Integrated Math Education
Missiolo y
CALEB A. HILL
Accounting, Finance
sv‘
ZACHARY J. HILL
Business Management
AMANDA F. HILLS
Psychology
JESSICA L. HINKLE
Nursing
JUSTIN B. HOBBS
Theatre
LAURA L. HOBBS
Business Management
— _ . , t
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SUZANNE M. HOFERT RYAN A. HOKUF GRANT W. HOLLOWAY
Communication Studies Mechanical Engineering Youth Ministry and
Christian Education
VICTORIA G. HOROSZ
Social Work
MAXWELL A. HOUNSHELL JULIE A. HOWELL
Youth Ministry and Christian Middle Childhood
Education Education
RACHAEL J. HUBIN
Media Communication
CAITLIN M. HULL
Social Work
ANDREW C. HUNDLEY
Allied Health
JUNG AH HYUN
Nursing
BRANDON L. INKROTT
Accounting
SARAH L. JACOBSON
Marketing
NICOLE A. JILLICH
Nursing
ALYSSA M. JOHNSON
Early Childhood Education and
Special Education
DANNY A. JOHNSON
Accounting
DAVID M. JOHNSON
Management and
Information Systems
EVAN W. JOHNSON
Education
JESSICA J. JOHNSON
English
NICOLE A. JOHNSON
Worship, Music
WILLIAM L. JOHNSON IV REBECCA J. JONES SARAH E. JONES
Accounting Social Work International Studies
LINDSAY R. JORDAN RACHEL M. JUDD
Nursing Early Childhood Education
ALISON D. KEARNEY CHRISTINE R. KEEPORTS NATHANIEL D. KEITH
Organizational Psychology Mechanical Engineering
Communication
. KELTON ZACHARY W. KENNEDY
Psychology Chemistry
MATTHEW S. KENT
Computer Science
KRISTIAN A. KERSHAW
International Studies-
Missiology
DAVID A. KIDD AARON R. KIRCHINGER
History Mechanical Engineering
JEREMIAH J. KITCHEN ANDREW R. KJELLMAN JOSHUA J. KLINK
Comprehensive Bible Mechanical Engineering Computer Science
CHARLES C. KLINT JONATHAN T. KNIGHT
Finance Church Music
ELIZABETH A. KNORR BENJAMIN R. KOCHANOWSKI SARA M. KOEPKE
Communication Studies Electronic Media Exercise Science
GRACE E. KOHL
Psychology, Pre-Physical
Therapy
ANNA-MARIE KOKX
Biology
LAUREN A. KOMAREK
Graphic Design
JESSICA M. KORTHALS
Integrated Language Arts
Education
DEVIN P. KRAMER
Nursing
JULIA L. KRANENBURG MELISSA R. KREBS
Biology Nursing
ELIOTT B. KRIEGER
Finance
LAUREN E. KRISS
Middle Childhood
Education
KATHRYN I. KRIZO
Marketing
MATTHEW C. KROGSTAD JULIANN LAMB
Finance, Accounting Middle Childhood
Education
ERIN L. LANDERS
Finance. Accounting
RENEE G. LANPHIER
Middle Childhood Education
BRANDON S. LANQUIST BROOKE M. LARSEN
Sport Management Nursing
HANNAH R. LASWELL RACHEL N. LATARIO
Early Childhood Education Nursing
STEPHANIE E. LATHAM
Accounting
TARA N. LEAMAN
Criminal Justice
SHARON L. LEHR
Music
JORDAN S. LEMAN
Mechanical Engineering
alit
ALISON M. LEMON
Exercise and Sport Science
DALE E. LEMPA
Bible Teacher Education
JASON R. LENTZ JENNIFER M. LESTER TIFFANY LETHBRIDGE
Electrical Engineering Early Childhood Education, Theatre
Special Education
"^M
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NATHAN J. LINDER PATRICIA L. LINEBAUGH
Nursing Comprehensive Bible
STEVEN A. LOCICERO
Chemistry
ANDREW C. LONG
Business Finance
MICHAEL R. LOOSA ELYSE M. LOOYENGOED
Mechanical Engineering Organizational
Communication
COURTNEY A. LOUNDS
Nursing
WHITNEY D. LYONS TIMOTHY D. MACDOUGALL
Psychology Criminal Justice
STEFANIE A. MANZER KATIE M. MARBURGER
Nursing Technical and Professional
Communication
PETER J. MARIANI
Graphic Design
JESSICA R. MARTIN
Accounting
MELISSA B. MARTIN
Integrated Social Studies
Education
4k-4
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JULIA F. MATTSON JOYANNA M. MCBRIDE GEORGIANN K. MCCLURE LUCAS M mcconiNpi 1
Athletic Training Electronic Media Social Work Biology
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LOGAN C. MCCOOL
Biology
CALLIE M. MCINTURF
Psychology
AMBER M. MCCOWEN
Exercise Science
KALEB A. MCMASTER
Philosophy
ALICIA R. MCCULLOUGH JEREMY M. MCDUFFIE
Biology, Spanish Comprehensive Bible
MILES E. MCGEE
Computer Science
VICTORIA A. MCPHERSON JACQUELINE M. MENSIK DANIEL J. MERKH
Technical and Professional Special Education International Studies -Social
Communication Science
ALISE J.MERRIN
Music Education
DANIEL J. MICHAEL
History
PETER W. MITCHELL
Electronic Media
ALEXANDER J. MOL
Chemistry Education
KATHERINE L. MILLER
Nursing
PHILLIP MORRISON
Electrical Engineering
MELISSA G. MILLER SARAH L. MILLER
Molecular and Cellular ir; Middle Childhood Education
BRIANNA R. MOTTASHED BENJAMIN W. MOUNTS
arIy Childhood and Special Integrated Social Science
Education Education
2010
JENNIFER L. MUKES GERHARD F. MULLICAN WESLEY R. MUNTZ JR.
Social Work Graphic Design Mechanical Engineering
SARAH L. MURPHY
Communication Studies
CRISTIN J. MURSCHEL BRITTANY L. MUSSELMAN JANELLE A. MYERS
Spanish Edukation Exercise Science
LINDSAY E. NEAL
Organizational Communication
JENNIFER L. NELSON
Social Work
Spanish
REBECCA NESBITT JENNIFER N. NEUDORFF
Physics and Math Nursing
Education
MATTHEW W. NEWFIELD
Operations Management
CHRIS B. NEWMAN
Accounting
JUSTIN D NEWMAN
Nursing
REBECKA L. NEYMAN
Pre-Law, Political
Science
HOLLY E. NEW-DAY
Studio Art
HANNAH K. NIDAY
Nursing
JORDAN W. NIKERLE
Electronic Media
LAURYN G. NOWAK
Comprehensive
Communication
BRANDON P. O'KEEFE
Pre-Med Biology
RENEE L. O'NEAL
Early Childhood Education
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ASHERITAH S OANA
English
AMY L. OUELLETTE
Biology
BETHANY L. OHLIN
Studio Art
NICOLE M. OVERLY
Nursing
RYNE T. OLLER
Finance, International
Business
AARON M. PALMER
Electronic Media
HANNAH M. OLMSTEAD ERIN M. OLSEN
Early Childhood Education Middle Childhood Education
DAVID PALMER
Electronic Media
HALLEE M. PALMER
Mathernatics
.... ,,..7.
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STEVEN B. PALMER
International Studies-
Social Science
KELLY J. PAN KRATZ
Early Childhood and
Special Education
CARISSA J. PARMERLEE SARAH D. PEAK
International Studies- Nursing
Missiology
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KENNETH L. PEERY III KRISTINA N. PEPE
Electrical Engineering Mathematics
TORRIE L. PEPPER
Nursing
JESSICA A. PECK
History and Integrated
i Studies Education
2010
TANNER W PERRIEN
Computer Science
DANIEL C. PETERS
Mechanical Engineering
DRESDEN L. PETERS
Comprehensive and
Political Communication
JARED M. PETRY
Mechanical Engineering
STACY L. PHILLIPS
Comprehensive Bible
RUTH R. PLASTERER
Psychology, Spanish
TREVOR E. PLUMLEY KATHERINE F. PORT
Graphic Design Early Childhood Education
JEREMY L. PRESLEY ELIZABETH J. PRESTON HEATHER M. PRESTON
Pre-Seminafy Music Performance Nursing
JOSEPH R. PRICE
Worship
TARA L. PRICE
Early Childhood and
Special Education
AMBER R. PRINCE
Social Work
PAMELA R. PROCTOR
Forensic Science
REBECCA PROKOP DANIELLE N. PRUZANIEC JONATHAN M. PYLES
Nursing Biology Mechanical Engineering
AARON C. RAMSEY
Computer Science
KATELYN D. REUTHER
KRISTA P. RAY
Computer Engineering
KRISTEN E. RECUPERO NATHAN J. REED
English & Technical and English
Professional Communication
CAMERON REYNOLDS-FLATT HEATHER L. RICE
Comprehensive Bible Graphic Design Biology
NOAH RICHARDSON
Electronic Media
KEITH P. ROBINETTE
Finance & International
Studies
SARAH L. ROBBINS
Mechanical Engineering
MEREDITH A. RICHARD LINDSEY N. RICHARDSON
Biology Music, Mathematics
STEFANIE J. RODGERS
Exercise and Sport
Science
E. SAMUEL ROBERTO
Psychology, Pre-Med
BRETT J. ROGERS
Business Management
AMANDA S. ROBERTS
English
BRIAN A. ROLOFF
Electronic Media
edh)
BENJAMIN J. ROSCUP NEVIN C. ROSNER
Technical and Professional Marketing
It
ZACHARY J. ROBERTS
Finance
FRANK R. RONEY
Computer Engineering
LISA M. ROTHACKER
Finance
EMILY M. RUFFNER JESSICA L. RUSSELL
International Relations Early Childhood Education
2010
KATY E. RUSSELL
Comprehensive
Communication
CAITLIN K. RYNINGER
Biology
BRANDON P. SALSBURY
Sports and Exercise Studies
JUSTIN K. SALZMAN
Exercise Science
JANAYE M. SANDBERG
Nursing
KARYN M. SANDEFUR
Nursing
ANGELA N. SANGREGORY SARAH J. SCHASZBERGER GENELLE K. SCHEDLBAUER SEAN M. SCHEERSCHMIDT RACHEL E. SCHERNER
Graphic Design History Technical and Professional Sports and Exercise
Communication Studies
International Studies
I
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GRANT E. SCHLABACH ANN MARIE SCHLINDWEIN AARON A. SCHMID ALISON N. SCHMIDT
Business Management Marketing Business Management Comprehensive Bible
s-r‘
SARAH A. SCHMITT
Middle Childhood
Education
MICHAEL E. SCHOONOVER CAYLA J. SCOTT
Integrated Social Studies Early Childhood
Education Education
JORDAN S. SEIBERT
Criminal Justice
SAMANTHA A. SEIFERT
Nursing
iI:I' .... • \ • ,• 1 ........w./ ,...1' • -71'....,
KELLY K. SHACKELFORD DEBORAH M. SHAEFFER ADAM J.SHANK
Technical and Professional Social Work Pre-Seminary Bible
Communication
BRIANNA N. SHENK
Nursing
AMANDA L. SHERMAN
Psychology
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STEPHANIE A. SHERRELL MYCHAELA M. SHERRY PETER J. SHERWOOD RFRFKAH RHINARAP(1
Nursing Molecular and Cellular
Biology
Criminal Justice Nursing
_
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BENJAMIN E. SHOREY TIMOTHY W. SHUMAKER CHRISTINA SIDARAS
Political Science, Criminal Electronic Media Music
Justice
JUSTIN D. SIDES
Applied Psychology-
Counseling
ZACHARY M. SIEBERT
Accounting, Finance
JARED C. SIMPSON
Business Management
JULIA A. SKELTON
Business Managemen
JESSICA R. SKINNER
Nursing
RACHEL M. SLAGH
Nursing
BRENNAN R. SMITH
Communication Studies
PAUL M. SMITH
Marketing
CLIFFORD S. SMITH
Comprehensive
Communication
AMY E. SMITH
Social Work
2010
ANDREA M. SMITH
Applied Psychology
LYDIA SMITH
Electronic Media
BRADLEY L. SMITH
Keyboard Pedagogy
PATRICK S. SMITH
Electronic Media
SARA J. SMITH
Biology
BRANDON T. SOK ASHLEY E. SOLOMON
Multi-Age Physical Education Early Childhood Education
TIMOTHY S. SMITH
Electronic Media
11
LAUREN R. SOSEY
Organizational
Communication
TIMOTHY A. SNELL
History
CALEB B. SPEICHER
Philosophy
CHASE R. SOCHA
Comprehensive Bible
KYLE E. SPIVEY
Mechanical Engineering
KETTIA ST PAUL
Nursing
SARAH M. STAMBACH
Nursing
MARY D. STEINBACH
Mechanical Engineering
DAVID R. STACY
Accounting
MELISSA K. STACY
Nursing
JOY M. STARBUCK
Graphic Design
JUSTIN M. STEPHENS
Accounting, Finance
SAMUEL A. STARR
Mechanical Engineering
JOHN A. STEVENSON
Mechanical Engineering
ELIZABETH J. STRODE
Nursing
DEANNA E. STROHM
Exercise Science
1111.111111, 
STEPHANIE J STAHL
Finance
KAITLIN M. START
Graphic Design
HEATHER R. STOUT
Nursing
JENNIFER R. STECKEL
Early Childhood and
Special Education
AMY R. STREITMATTER
Early Childhood Education
JACQUELYN R. SURANT ZACHARY D. SURANT
Nursing Organizational
SARI A. BRIGHT
(STROUD-LUSK)
Nursing
AMANDA J. SUTTON
Social Work
NATHANIEL R. STUDEBAKER AMANDA M. St.),,GG
Sport Management Social Wor
ABBY E. SWANEY ELIZABETH SWEENEY
E Integrated Language Arts Technical and Professional
Education Communication
HEIDI A. THALMAN
Psychology
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON
Biology, Pre-Med
KATHRYN J. TUTINO
Christian Education and
Yo Ministry
VALERIE N. TALBOTT SHAYLA R. TERNES
Nursing Integrated Social Studies
Education
LAURA L. THAYER
Keyboard Pedagogy
NATHAN E. TERRA
Middle Childhood
Education
DANIEL L. THOMAS
Molecular and Cellular
Biology
RACHEL M. TORRES ABIGAIL L. TRANTINA
Communication Studies Studio Art, Graphic Design
JULIE A. UTZ MEGAN J. VAN SCHEPEN
Middle Childhood Multi-Age Physical Electrical Engineering Biology
Education Education
MOLLY A. THOMAS
Finance, Marketing
MALLORY M. TRAVIS
Mechanical Engineering
BRANDON J. TRESS
Accounting
NOAH R. VAN ZANDT MATTHEW J. VANDEKOPPLE
ERIC M. VANDINE
Electrical Engineering
ANDREW J. VITALITI
Biology, International
Social Science
MATTHEW P. WARE
Mechanical Engineering
JILLIAN K. VAUGHN
Nursing
AARON M. VOLENEC
Computer Science
JOSEPH R. VERES
Pre-Seminary Bible
NATHANIEL W. WADE
Electrical & Computer
Engineering
CHRISTOPHER A. VINCIGUERRA
Mechanical Engineering
JONATHAN W. WALBURG CHRISTOPHER A. WALKEF
Electronic Media Mechanical Engineering
STEPHEN W. WARWICK NAOMI WASHATKA
Exercise Science Global Economics,
International Business
DAKOTAN L. WAUGH
Organizational
Communication
KENNETH J. WEBBER II
Information Systems
r
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MATTHEW T. WEEKS
Computer Science,
Mathematics
AMANDA K. L. WEIDMAN JAN NA L. WEILEIN
Graphic Design Sport and Exercise
Science
ELIZABETH K. WEIX TYLER G. WEST
Keyboard Pedagogy Graphic Design
JOHN T. WESTON MALLORY J. WHITE
Molecular and Cellular Organizational
BRETTN. WILCOX
Exercise ience
KALEB K. WILCOX
Electronic Media
BENJAMIN J. WILKINS
Mechanical Engineering
2010
JUSTIN D. WILLETTS CHRISTOPHER J.WILLIAMS
Youth Ministry, Christian
Education
CLAIRE V. WILLIAMSON J. DUSTIN WINCHESTER
Pre-Med Biology Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
MARK R. WILLIAMS
Molecular and Cellular
Biology
ANDREW S. WINGET
Political Science
KELLY L. WISE
Multi-Age Physical
Education
JOSHUA L. WITRY
Electrical Engineering
ADAM M. WOIWOOD
Molecular and Cellular
Biology
AUBREY J. WOMACK
Comprehensive
Communication
LYDIA A. WONG
Social Work
ANNA WOOD
Social Work
I
JORDAN C. WOOD
Psychology
VALERIE M. WOOD
Business Accounting
WHITNEY L. WOOD
Psychology
KURTIS W. WOODS
Information Systems
MEGAN B. WRIGHT
Nursing
_
DARREN P. WURZ
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SIONS CONFERENCE
Returning from Christmas Break,Cedarville students immediately
welcomed the spring Missions Conference
entitled "Making Him Known." The keynote
speaker of the event was Dr. George
Murray, currently chancellor of Columbia
International University. Dr. Murray has
spent most of his life in the mission field and
working with mission organizations, and he
is now an internationally known speaker.
While Dr. Murray spoke every evening
for three days, regular chapel hour was
turned over to a variety of other speakers.
One of them was Craig Hamer, a former
Cedarville student who told the story of his
church planting in Estonia, arguably the
most secular nation in the world. He also
outlined his vision for a "new normal" in
the atmosphere of missions. Cedarville also
welcomed Gracia Burnham, a missionary
working in the Philippines who had endured
over a year of captivity by Muslim militants
in the Philippine jungle. Her story was
inspiring to all.
Dr. Murray addressed the student body about
the importance of prayer that comes from a
burning for the lost. He urged students not
to put their faith in their degree or any sort
of "equity,- but rather in God's provision.
In his final message, Murray challenged
the misconception of "seeking God's will
for one's life,- saying that God's will for
everyone is sanctification, becoming closer
to God, rather than a mystic unknown.
Less than a week after the Missions
Conference had concluded, an earthquake
with a magnitude of 7.0 struck the island
country of Haiti, leaving unparalleled
devastation in its wake. Faced with this
terrible disaster, students responded with an
incredible outpouring of prayer and financial
support, proving by action that they were
willing to answer the call to the mission
field.
Dr. George Murray teaches students about what it takes to be mission-minded.
SPRING SECTION I
Dr. Murray was a passionate speaker.
Felicia DeCook and Charmaine Po
OneVoice to sing for worship.
Dr. Murray leads the students in prayer. Joel Tomkinso reads scripture as a part of worship.
The choir from Cornerstone joins OneVoice
in worship
Tim Cary, worship pastor at Cornerstone Baptist
Church, leads music for the week.
WINTER PLAY!
Q igh no more, lady, sigh no more—Much
Ado was a smashing success! This year's
winter play was filled with laughter, romance,
heartbreak, betrayal, and dancing! Director
Matthew Moore chose to take the beloved
Shakespearean play—traditionally set in
Sicily—and drop it into the middle of the
1940s in Charleston, South Carolina. For half
an hour before the show began, Claudio actor
Jovane Caamario acted as emcee to a pre-
show, which is a form of entertainment for the
audience that was the norm for Shakespeare's
own time. Early on in the show, a ball is
held at the governor's home, where Claudio
falls in love with the governor's daughter
Hero (Stephanie Anderson). Contrasting this
sweet young romance is another pair—Hero's
feisty cousin Beatrice (Rachel Schemer) and
the witty young soldier, Benedick (Jordan
Hickling). Witty banter and sparks fly
between these two, and Hero and Claudio
soon hatch a scheme to bring the pair
together. Unfortunately, they aren't the only
schemers. The prince's illegitimate brother,
Don John (Josiah Smith) is plotting the whole
while to destroy Claudio's happy romance.
Throughout the rest of the play, lies are told,
mistakes are made, insults are thrown, and
kisses are shared.
Much Ado About Nothing was a delight for
all the senses, from the melodic sounds of
the jazz music to the aesthetic beauty of the
swing dancing and the impressive sets. The
result was an unforgettable show that had
audiences flocking into the DeVries Theatre.
Beatrice actress, Rachel Schemer, said about
the experience, "Much Ado has always been
one of my favorite plays, and it was great to
be able to work with Matt Moore. It's fun to
play someone like Beatrice, a heroine that is
so spunky and independent, even though she
has a soft side too."
All who attended will agree, the show was
goody goody for you and goody goody for me!
Rachel Sherner tried to hide under the bench, unaware that
Jessica Hickling and Stephanie Anderson already know
she's listening.
SPRING SECTION II
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Callan Yeates plays the... charming police officer. Rachel Sherner and Jordan 1 11111Ilititlickling appear :fightin4, hut it turns out
it's more like flirting.
Erin Gollihue entertains the audience before
the start of each show.
The cast and crew enjoyed each perlOrmance of Much Ado, as they came to call it.
— th,
Josiah Smith taunts Jordan Hickling about his love
for Beatrice.
7A.
Everyone is distraught over the (supposed) death
of Hero.
INTERRUPTIONS
IID
edarville students are complaining about
the ridiculous noise blaring from the
Hive every Tuesday and Thursday night.
Screaming vocals and thumping basses
can be felt throughout the SSC making
it difficult for students to focus on their
studies or Rinnova coffee dates. Many
frustrated patrons are calling these mini-
concerts a nuisance, but Brian Burns is
calling them INTERRUPTIONS!
Twice a week, the Hive, with the help of
SCAB, handed over its stage to students,
giving them an opportunity to showcase
their many musical talents. This year has
brought with it a variety of musical genres,
everything from the self-composed hip-hop
stylings of Michael Batts to the Irish jigs of
the Demerits to the sassy Spanish beats of
Carolyn Deemer and friends.
Senior Laura Thayer was not new to the
Interruption stage. She had this to say: "I
love getting to perform in such a relaxed
atmosphere for friends. It's all of us just
having a good time, and it's a great way to
spend the night." Appearing for the first
time in her own Interruption, sophomore
Katie Donovan rocked the house with
humorous Lady GaGa and Miley Cyrus
covers as well as her own personal work:
"Interruption is a great experience!" I love
the coffee house atmosphere! It was so great
to be able to have fun and share some of
the music I had written with friends and
family!"
Not only thrilling for the audience,
Interruptions provide valuable experience for
the performers, a light-hearted atmosphere
to try-out their work and improve their stage
presence. Senior Andrew Moses agreed
saying, "My interruption was a landmark
for me. Before then, I'd never played a gig
like that: featuring me and for an hour long.
Interruptions have been invaluable for me to
learn confidence before an audience."
Dave Cianci and Derek Fimbers music adds to the much loved
coffeehouse atmosphere of the Hive.
Forgetting Paradise rocks it out.
4) f
Good friends, Alise Merrin and Cristy Hatch,
make beautiful music together.
SPRING SECTION III
Grayson Cato and friends play a low-key and
enjoyable set.
-
Laura Thayer and her band show off their jazz
skills.
Michael Batts breaks down a phat beat thanks to his unique -country rapping."
Emily Powell puts down the violin for a moment to
serenade the audience with her vocals. 211
LII' SIBS
Once a year, there comes a time whenCedarville's campus is overtaken by
a mob of loud, restless, and squirming
children.. .a time when college students
have to watch their steps in Chucks, being
careful not to step on any visitors.. .a time
when college students are able to usher their
younger family members to campus and
strut around their territory like peacocks.
Once a year, Cedarville celebrates Lil' Sibs
Weekend! This year's Lil' Sibs Weekend
was jam-packed with exciting, family-
friendly activities for kids of all ages! On
Friday night, the Stevens Student Center
was turned into a giant playhouse, filled
with bouncy houses, laser tag, Wii games,
and two free showings of Disney's llama-
tastic The Emperor's New Groove!" For
the more athletically inclined, Cedarville
offered students and their HI' sibs the chance
to go ice skating—providing all the chance
to test their grace and poise. And that wasn't
all! Kids were able to stay up way past their
bedtime to attend a late-night bowling trip
from midnight until two in the morning!
The excitement and tomfoolery continued
into Saturday. The melee of activities didn't
start until noon, which afforded everyone
the chance to recover after their late night
bowling excursion. Saturday was filled
with athletic activities, including chances
for lir sibs to scale the climbing wall, enjoy
madcap "Competitive Edge" games in the
gymnasium, and watch the Olympic winter
games on a big screen inside of the SSC.
That evening, everyone flooded to the gym to
watch the Jackets and the Lady Jackets crush
their opponents on the basketball battlefield.
The weekend was an action-packed success,
and it offered lir sibs the chance to see that
college isn't all work and no play!
Lil' Sibs get t-shirts! Learn now kids, you'll be getting plenty
of those at Cedarville!
Now that is just too cute. One Cedarville cheerleader shows off her face paint
for one really lil' sib!
Another college must: video games.
Clayton Grubb gets into the spirit of the
weekend with the bouncy games!
SPRING SECTION IV
That's not something you see everyday at Cedarville.
Just because you're lil' sibs, don't think the students are going to go
easy on you!
Pool. Students and sibs alike love it! 213
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aybe it is the new buds on trees or the
absence of sideways-falling snow, but
spring semester always brings a new energy
and liveliness to campus. This year students
enjoyed numerous new (and old) events on and
off campus; the International Justice Mission
10K, AKD Conference, Critical Concern Series,
and lots of annual CU events added to the bustle
of activity.
IJM hosted a community-wide
Impossible Possibilities 10K Run/Walk/Relay
during March, raising and donating over
$20,000 to a local sex trafficking safe home.
Hundreds of runners flooded the streets,
running and donating for the sake of the
oppressed. But IJM President Max Hounshell
was blown away by the participation: "Nothing
could have prepared us for how God would work
through this event."
Indoors, the English Honors Society, AKD,
sponsored their first ever literary conference.
Over fifty presenters from various local
schools gathered to present Topographies of
Introspection. The campus also delighted in
the featured speaker, poet Shrikanth Reddy,
who inspired the crowd with his collection
and challenged guests to "broaden their poetic
horizons."
Bringing visitors from far and wide, this
year's Critical Concern Series featured authors
Marvin Olasky and Jim Wallis. Participating
in a debate moderated by CU Alum Rob Moll,
the two discussed the series topic of Christian
Responses to Poverty and Affluence. Students
and local community members packed out the
Chapel as the featured lectures and debate
spurred great discussion. "I appreciate the
views both men brought to the series, but I
think the best part was the conversations on
campus following the debate." Naomi Washatka
commented.
Spring semester brings a buzz of activities;
from academic and athletic endeavors to
frequent Ultimate Frisbee games, springtime on
campus holds something for everyone.
Zac Dixon shows his rocker side as he helps lead an 80's
throwback Cedarniania.
SPRING SECTION V
Jessie McLean and Kate Roberts take advantage of
the chance to canoe on the lake.
Enjoying some fabulous dessert during Mom's
Weekend are Stephanie Sherrell and her mother.
Nate Davidson and Julia Swieringa enjoy an
evening at Soup for the Soul.
in honor of Martin Luther King Jr. Day, a lifelike
memorial of die Lorraine Motel graced the upper SSC.
Knockin em down is Josh Steckel showing off after open dorms during free
bowling night.
,11•111MMII
Current and future CU leaders alike gather at the
Leadership Conference to hear alum Matt Dearden. •
SPRING PLAY
you Can't Take It with You. No really,if you missed the spring play, you lost
your chance. This year's performance in
March and April showcased the Pulitzer
winning Broadway show, You Can't Take
It with You. This comedy tells of Alice
Sycamore and Tony Kirby, two lovers with
very different families: the eclectic and
eccentric Vanderhofs and the prim and
proper Kirbys. The Vanderhofs live life as
they like, even if that means writing plays
that are never finished or making fireworks
in the basement. They accept everyone,
from the rather bombastic ballet teacher
to the mild-mannered ice man who came
inside eight years ago and never left. While
Alice is ashamed of her family at first, after
Tony meets them, he convinces her that he
prefers her bizarre family over his up-tight
and controlling parents. Performers had the
audience in stitches for much of the play and
even in tears with several tender moments.
The play ran for two weekends before and
after Easter break, giving students plenty
of time to see the show. And they did!
The shows were packed out with excited
audiences ready to laugh and cry. Everyone
was so excited to see the show. Even the
actors were thrilled. As Josiah Smith quotes
from his character, "Life is running around
inside of me like a squirrel!" But it wasn't
just fun, it was work for the cast too. Jordan
Link comments, "Everybody in the cast was
so much fun and the play was awesome...
even if it did take 5 hours to put on my
makeup before each show!"
If only Carolyn Ruck and Josiah Hutchings knew that Jessica
Brazalovich is watching from the stair, they might hide their
budding love.
!1
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Hannah Fletcher gives Jessica Hickling quite the scare.
Callan Yeates and Matthew Scheerschmidt
comteplate the best way to make fireworks.
Josiah Smith may not steal Jessica Brazalovich's
heart, but he did steal the audience's!
Hannah Fletcher gives Jordan Link a loving kiss on the forehead as
well as some ripe tomatoes.
The whole family, well, tries to fit around the table
for dinner.
The cast and crew were immensely proud
of their production!
C it4TAFF OF THE YEAR
Two exceptional men received two highlyprized awards. The Student Academic
Advisory Board presented Dr. Kevin Roper
with Faculty of the Year Award and Mr. Mark
Irving with Staff Member of the Year Award.
Over the past 10 years, Dr. Roper has earned a
reputation of being available to and supportive
of students. One of his students, Valerie
Gingrich, reflected, "Dr. Roper challenged me
mentally and taught me discipline. He gave me
an appreciation for God's creativity as seen
throughout mathematics' multiple dimensions."
His peers respect him and consider him a
man of great tact as he willingly expresses
his opinions in groups even when different
from the norm. His supervisor, Dr. Flentge,
remarked, "He shows excellence as a teacher,
he is committed to the students and the
university, engaged in every way, and has the
broadest set of contacts with other faculty
members on campus." Dr. Roper rounds out
every aspect of life on Cedarville's campus as
a professor. Mostly though he enjoys helping
students master mathematical concepts
in addition to spiritual disciplines via his
integration and living example. He deserved
this outstanding honor.
SPRING SECTION VII
O verseeing, 100 discipleship groups, theDiscipleship Council, Fit to be Tied, and
various prayer groups, Mark Irving works
many hours with individual students, making
eternal investments. As the Director of
Discipleship Ministries, he trains students to
lead others spiritually, and has undoubtedly
impacted numerous students indirectly. Justin
Duff, who played on Mark's ultimate Frisbee
team, remarked, "He is a man of God on and
off the field...Mark demonstrates a true heart
for God in his grace, sportsmanship, and love
in play."
In the office, Pastor Rohm, Mark's supervisor
for 9 years, observed that Mark will not
dominate a meeting, -but when he talks,
everyone stops and listens, because.. .what he
says is solid." His peers esteem him, his wife
and daughters adore him, and students follow
him. This award honors how he lives every
day.
ONORS CHAPELS
As the year sprinted to the finishline, students passed two important
landmarks: Honors' Day and Senior Chapel.
For Honors Day the faculty sported regalia
as the symphonic band provided the
processional music. Students gazed curiously
at the various academic hats that paraded
down the chapel aisles. This day surely was
much ado about something. Clapping and
cheers erupted after each student received an
award. Many students, well, acted surprised
at the awards given to them and even when
they were given two!
Creating a totally different scene, the
original four Webs graced the stage once
again to launch Senior Chapel. Laughter
spouted out as they rhythmically moved
and later as Justin Duff and Heather Flippin
relived the changes over the past four
years. From the Black Savvy to the Silver
Dome, from the completion of the CBTS
to "renewed" Rinnova, from the apology
and yet another insult from Mark Hershey
to questions for Wade, memories flooded
the sentimental seniors. Fellow classmates
received superlatives—awards quite different
from those delivered on Honors' Day.
Select seniors testified of the four years of
struggle they have persevered through to
earn their degree. The raw honesty of these
jars of clay unveiled the true hope shining
through the cracked vessels. Their word of
testimony and the challenge from their class
verse, Colossians 2:6-7, segued perfectly
into communal adoration of our worthy King
via the "Revelation Song." He has seen us
through these four years and shall continue
to be faithful.
Communications department chair, Dr. Charles Elliot, awards
standout student Emily Shanahan.
SPRING SECTION VIII
Deja Vu! 2006 New Student Talent Show winners,
The Webs, prove that they still have it.
John Weston happily accepts his a
recognition for all his hard work.
Between Pastor Rohm and Katherine
Watson. we're not sure who is more gleeful.
_
In a sophomore year SGA chapel flashback, JoyAnna
McBride receives an award for her contagious laugh.
Heather Hippin and Justin DulIdemonstrate a little host banter during senior chapel.
Holy hoi,
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The class of 2010 joins on the stage to sing the claN, song. "Revelation Song."
JUNIOR SENIOR
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cleticity. A combination of the words
eclectic and city. The creative Junior
Senior staff conceptualized this word
to describe their vision for JS, and they
executed this vision with memorable success.
Placed in the urban setting of downtown
Cincinnati, the Duke Energy Center hosted
the elegant event planned by the juniors to
honor the seniors. Attendees were served a
delicious meal at tables and chairs draped
in black beneath a stunning ceiling sculpted
with gold fabric. Formal ballroom dining
preceded the light-hearted entertainment
of comedian John Branyan, a progression
of events that maintained the theme by
combining formal elements in a relaxed
atmosphere.
In the spacious lobby of the convention
center, the JS committee constructed a
fun and classy photo session to capture
the smiles of friends celebrating the
evening together. The shutterbug spirit
quickly spread throughout the crowded
scene as several groups of people began
improvisational photo shoots themselves
while taking advantage of the bright blue
walls, friendly palm trees, and modern
furniture situated about the foyer. The
simple, open environment of the venue
promoted mingling and reminiscing with
quality Cedarville company at the close
of the year, so the JS committee provided
the perfect backdrop for accomplishing the
foundational purpose of JS.
When the event closed at 10:00, students
were left with plenty of time to pursue the
bright lights and classy streets of Cincinnati
or journey across the river for a rousing time
in Newport. The union of stylish evening
attire with a casual schedule was a pleasing
tribute to the seniors, and as the chill April
evening waned, JS passed as yet another
special event to celebrate one more unique
year at Cedarville University.
Beeca Belote shows Jonathan Emas that he's not the only one who
wears the hat in that relationship.
Shea I lansen, Brent Persun, Rachel Shemer, and
Jessi Brazalovich show everyone how to work it!
A
Rachel Gilin, Kelly ussell, Angie
Howard, Corrinne Jones, and Alyssa Johnson are a
Pretty as a picture. A really purple picture.
These beautiful ladies have mastered the art
of the lean.
Zach Roberts seems a little upset to have been left
Out of that group shot.
SPRING SECTION IX
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Comedian John Branyan brings a unique presentation of humor and
physical comedy to the JS stage.
•
The Duke Energy Center in Cincinnati provesto he
the perfect venue for the classy evening. 223
W hat is Elliv? On the simplest level,it's "Ville" spelled backwards, which
is appropriate because it turns the 'Ville
upside down, but a mere linguistic inversion
cannot capture the essence of the one event
that would make practically the entire student
body drop everything, on the very eve of
finals week, and exeunt en masse to the
Dixon Ministry Center. The only ones who
can accurately describe it are those who have
seen it. Elliv is part academy awards, part
formal evening, part concert, part costume
party, part drama, part film festival, and all
Cedarville.
The theme of Elliv this year was "Up in
Lights," and as the "Elliv" signs in Broadway
lights eight feet high showed, the night
was all about class. The song list spanned
an incongruous selection from Michael
Buble to Mutemath, connected by a level of
showmanship and spectacle never otherwise
seen on campus and embellished with
pyrotechnics and confetti. Interspersed with
the songs were comedic sketches, featuring
such notable personages as the CU computer
networks, the Bag Monster, and even Dr.
Brown himself. The final number was a
show-stopping rendition or Jai Ho from the
movie Slumdog Millionaire, featuring a dance
company that spanned the entire stage.
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"I orgetting Paradise- set the classy tone to Elliv as the
performed hits at the pre-slum.
Twin hosts Jordan and Jessica Ilickling bring some humor as
they address Cedarville's wireless networds: secure. unsecure.
and... insecure?
SPRING SECTION X
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Of course we remember Brian Johnson in
the show opener "September!"
4.
Elevating the show are Josh Beckler, Derek
Fimble, and Zac Dixon with Owl City's
"Fireflies"
Erin Gollihue wants to know, "Why does
love always feel likc a I3attlefield?"
David Tofilon, Dan Smith, and Nathan Flack
brine, some Caribbean flavor to the show.
Megan Kelton and Josiah Smith enchants the audience with some Disney entertainment in "How Does She Know."
Along w ith the lights, fog. and pyrotechnics, these dancers give the students at Elliv a bit of a scare with
Michael Jackson's iconic "Thriller."
Justin Willetts, Greg Gallagher, and Sara
Michael Jackson acapella medley.
present an incredible 22S
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Describing the real symbolism in the new Cedarville logo, Dr.
Brown takes the opportunity to crack a few jokes.
The prizes awarded at Elliv recognizedtruly sterling achievements among the
student body. Brian Johnson and Rachel
Schemer took home awards for best male and
female performing artist, respectively. Men's
Basketball and Women's Cross-Country teams
scored the awards for Best Athletic Team
Accomplishments. Possible Impossibilities,
the 10K fundraiser for the International
Justice Mission, was voted the Best Campus
event. By popular vote, the Lego people took
home the prize for best costume after they
stumbled onstage with the help of a pair of
Na'vi from the movie Avatar.
Elliv was an unparalleled show, echoing
across Cedarville history and into the future.
Rocking out to MutcMath's -Typical" and showing off some crazy
mic stand tricks is Levi Crowley.
SPRING SECTION XI
25 dancers fill the stage creating a cultural celebration that demonstrates Indian, Russian, Irish, and Latin dancing in the show's finale, -Jai Ho."
Ben Scheerschmidt swoons Stephanie Hill with
Michael Buble's "Haven;
Jernelle Ward, Charmaine Porter, and Candy I Jill bring down the house
with classic "Signed, Sealed, Delivered- with the help of Kurt Woods
and Tia Zirkle on sax.
In possibly the biggest laugh of the nig de
Wanderi spoofs the infamous "Kanye" moment.
WNS' RECEPTION
Sunday afternoon. Outside the SSC whiteCedarville vans line up as students
in Sunday dress climb through the doors.
The vans pull out down the dusty road and
disappear into the distance. Underclassmen
watch with questioning looks. Every fifteen
minutes the shuttles return full of students.
Some may ask where all those well-dressed
students go. Well, the students are seniors on
their way to the Senior Reception at Dr. and
Mrs. Brown's home. The seniors have less
than two weeks left, and what better way
to celebrate than food and fellowship at the
Browns"? After four years of hard work and
stress, it is finally time to rejoice that the
end is near!
Dan Merkh said, "It was a great opportunity
to get away from all the academics and
hustle before graduation and spend some
time relaxing in a comfortable environment
with the Browns." Dr. Brown interacted with
students, trading jokes and asking about
their plans. He was more than happy to take
pictures with seniors one last time.
It was easy to mingle with other seniors in -
the Brown's spacious backyard and laugh
about the past four years. -The reception was
a time to get pictures, enjoy some sunshine,
and realize that the four years were ones to
cherish for the friendships they built," said
Clara Gebert. With sandwiches, fruit, and
mini cheesecakes, friends sat at tables or
explored the Browns' home.
Rachel York said, "It was so nice to have
one last chance to spend time with Dr. and
Mrs. Brown as we are facing graduation in
just a couple of weeks. Their hospitality in
opening their home to us was really great,
and I loved hanging out there with my fellow
seniors." As the seniors anticipated the end,
life slowed down for one hour at the Browns'
Reception.
These girls sample some of the homemade treats. The cookies are
homemade, right?
SPRING SECTION XII
Whitney Wood and Lucky Haynes reminisce a bit
over their four years at the 'Ville.
Hannah Cathers goes for some of the great
food, prepared by Dr. Brown himself. Right?
Amy Streitmauer and Kurt Groman get some
advice from the man himself.
Chattin' it up with Dr. and Mrs. Brown are Justin • ,.Laura
Hobbs, and I „aura Anfang.
„
These seniors get the rare chance to peruse the
Brown family photos.
row
Christy Hatch, Kelly Pankratz, Chelsey Hauser, and Jennie
Nelson attend the traditional event, something they may
have dreamed of back in their Printy unit freshman year.
COMMENCEMENT
It happens every year, a gathering the likesof which are unseen any other time of the
year. Masses gather. Regalia come out of the
moth balls. Excitement is at a fever-pitch.
Once again, an entire class of Cedarville
students is graduating. For the one-hundred
and fourteenth time.
Commencement took place in the Doden
Field House, the only building capable
of hosting the six-hundred and fifty plus
graduating students and all their adoring
family and friends. Dan T. Cathy, president
and chief operating officer of Chick-fil-A,
gave the rousing commencement speech,
encouraging graduates to continue running
the race and passing the baton. He even gave
each student a commemorative silver baton
so they could always remember his lesson.
Then the moment they were all waiting for.
The moment each student hears his or her
name announced and can make their way
across the stage to shake the hand of the
man himself, Dr. Bill Brown. They receive
their diploma and just like that, they have
graduated. College degree, check.
Some students received more than just a
degree. Many were honored with awards
for excellent performance during their
time here at Cedarville, including SGA VP
Clara Gebert and Jonathan Walburg, both of
whom received the President's Trophy for
being, well, for being amazing. The award
honored the two outstanding students for
their leadership, ministry, community and
campus involvement, athletic performance,
and academic achievement.
But commencement itself wasn't the end of
this day. No, the graduates had family to
celebrate with, friends to say goodbye to,
and pictures to take. Still, the senior class
was no more. Now a whole new set of alumni
entered the world.
Dr. Bill Brown, fully suited in his rather stylish regalia including
a replica of the Cedarville seal about his neck, oversees the
proceedings of the day
SPRING SECTION XIII
Grace Kohl makes her way to her seat, smile ready.
Clifford Smith shares a word with Dr. Brown
as he receives his diploma.
Darren Wurz leads a row of his fellow
graduates out of the ceremony.
Briana Dupree, Ben Espinosa, and Sean Ewing sit poised and quiet
for one last time as Cedarville students.
Kelly Donohue can r.y contain her
joy at graduating.
Brian Garlow affirms that he did, in fact. graduate.
COMMENCEMENT
Grant Slabaugh. He graduated. That's right.
lug
Jen Steckel can barely contain all her excitement!
A trio of seniors join in with the rest of their classmates in singing
their class song for the year.
f)
SPRING SECTION IXV
Tim Fehl upholds the tradition of family pictrues.
Christy Hatch and Jennie Nelson, friends since
freshman year, graduate together.
Amy Smith and Joel Walton do what any dignified
grad would, jump for joy!
These seniors make sure they know the order of events. Wouldn't want to miss your name
being called. That would be embarrassing.
Sam Roberto receives congratulations from
alumnus Brent Jackson.
Toss those caps, you're done!
As a freshman, Ben stood tall in the traditional picture with our mascot.
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Well traveled
and well read.
Ben experienced
Israel with his
family.
A vibrant presence on campus, a student ofuncanny boldness, a man willing to go
against the grain—Ben Widlicka.
With only one week before graduation and
students preparing for Elliv, the tragic news
of Ben Widlicka's death put the campus on
hold. An Information Systems major, Ben
came in with the graduating seniors but was
not scheduled to walk May 1st. Professor
John Delano, Ben's advisor, commented that
"Ben was unique, authentic, and caring in
his personality. He was never afraid to ask
questions and challenge assumptions, and
many times his questions were unpredictable.
Sometimes, Ben's questions could lead to an
eruption of laughter, while at other times his
questions could prompt me to do additional
research and come back the next class period
with an answer. If there is one lesson that I've
learned from Ben, it is that we should always
seek the truth in every situation, regardless
of difficulty or what others may think." Ben
provided flavor to Cedarville's campus, and
his personality and contributions in his field
will be greatly missed. Ben leaves behind
his family of Pickerington, Ohio and many
friends.
His best friend Mark shared, "Ben was
everything a man could be and more. He used
the time he had to leave a mark on the world
he left behind more enormous than he ever
could have known. He was the greatest friend
in the world and I can never thank him enough
for it."
Ben's mother and father said, "Twenty two
years ago our son Ben was born. He was the
first of our three boys. He talked before he
walked. He read before he went to school, and
he asked questions before he would accept
what you said. Ben marched to the beat of a
different drummer."
Ben poses with his brothers after graduating high
school.
Ben spends time in Boy Scouts as a kid.
Ben walks to the beat of his own drum in high
school marching band.
Ben enjoys bubbles at his birthday party.
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v
Ben visits Cedarville with his grandparents before
he came as a student.
Ben and his family during Thanksgiving of 2009
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mirom the editors
To a great photo staff (partly made up of close
friends, one/eighth made up of a multiple year
co-worker who graciously agreed to suddenly
give in to my demands this year, and the rest
new photo staffers, who were certainly not new
to photography):
We were all very blessed to work together!
Thank you for hauling bottom to get
assignments done by dates that were
erroneously set in stone earlier than they even
needed to be. Thank you for running out to
strange sports games that you didn't want to be
at after feeling some sort of nagging pathetic
sympathy toward me after my begging for
your 10 minutes of photo coverage. Really, all
of you were great, and we have the beautiful
photojournalism presented in this book to show
for it. Remember not to use a flash, or... um,
a camera that produces any sound at ALL,
(or to stand up or move around or cough) at
any musical recital you cover in your future.
With much love and gratefulness, and no more
"photo stuff" emails, Ashley
Dear Staff,
Oh my goodness, we made it! That was quite
the year, let me say. I honestly don't know how
I survived. I do know having a dependable
staff was a huge help. After sending out my
scathing deadline reminders, I'd check the
assignments folder to find that most of the work
was already done. And done well! I started out
this year with (once again) a vague idea of what
I wanted. (Y'know, kinda old newspaper feel,
sensational, but not crazy...) And you took that
and delivered excellent copy that fit the book so
well. That's another help on my work schedule:
not giving back stories for revision!
Many of you were friends, and those of you
I didn't know at the beginning of the year, I
enjoyed getting to know. I'm sad to see most of
you go, but I know you'll do well out in "real
life." Enjoy!
-Brent
My versatile layout staff,
Despite my long, confusing emails and irregular assignments, you guys
managed to complete the layouts in a timely manner. You guys worked hard
and found ways to get the spreads done between classes and busy college
life. Thank you all for being a great layout staff that I could rely on.
-Trevor
Editing Stall (L-R): Administrative Assistant Erin Schultz, Photography Editor
Ashley Dasugi, Editor-in-Chief Katy Russell, AMISH Cyndi Messer, Layout Editor
Trevor Plumley, Copy Editor Brent Persun
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k CONCLUSION...
1, 9 " • *0 woulda eve1un.k _ It's . It's kind of mind-numbing (or me to think back to Ireshman year
len I was envisioning the three yearbooks I'd be responsible (or producing. Feels like it was yesterday-
d forever ago at the same time. Working on the yearbook in this capacity has been more challenging
an anticipated, but definitely more enjoyable and more beneficial as well. It's amazing how much I've
trued (occasionally through the art of"make-it-work (-: ), and how much I've gained from working with
many great people in all areas on campus through so many different avenues.
di- I can't thank you enough for your help, guidance, and encouragement over the past 4 years. You're
incredible advisor in the way you balance being both a leader and a friend. Thank you for amusing my
iculous ideas over the years and finding patience in my times when I needed to learn. Oh yah, and the
bakes- LOVE the no bakes! Brenhy- my #2. Geez, you've pretty much been here through it all.., my
st and worst, and through the yearbook highs and lows. Thanks for stickin with me and always being
dependable. I'm confident in handing over the Editor-in-Chief reins to you. I can't wait to see what you
me up with! I'm sure all the jokes we've shared during our sleep-deprived pizza worknights will always
remembered. Trevor- You have been such an amazing help! From helping translbrm all our ideas and
scriptions into something tangible we could use, and continuing to teach me fun tricks in InDesign-
u've been incredible! Thanks for always being willing to tackle a project and make it happen... even
o the summer :-) Ashley- You orchestrated such a talented, dependable staff this year. Truly, this year is
year I felt the most confident that things were getting done and pictures would be where I needed them
en the time came for them. That's all thanks to your leadership, talent, and organization. Thank you!
•en in the midst of your intense nursing schedule, thank you tbr always being in contact and for being a
ge impact on the final product! Erin. you're job is definitely one that gets underestimated as SO much of
lat I have to do and get accomplish depends first on you making something happen. It's stressful and it
es experience to understand how it all works, who to contact for what, etc., but you've done an
azing job. Brent will benefit SO much from your hard work, organization, and know-how. Thanks for
Nuys being available and willing to go the extra mile!
anks to all of those who have made my time Cedarville so incredible...Printy 26-2S, Printy 14- 1 6,
my 9-11, MUF '09-'10, OneVoice, my yearbook staff over the years, my Australia and Europe MIS
ms, my fabulous casts, APO, my ELLIV acts, SGA '09-'10, Dorothy, eryone else who brought
Lich fun, enjoyment, and encouragement to the last lour y f m
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